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Abstract
Mashup application development is becoming a widespread software development practice
due to its appeal for a shorter application development period. Application developers usually use
web APIs from different sources to create a new streamlined service and provide various features
to end-users. This kind of practice saves time, ensures reliability, accuracy, and security in the
developed applications. Mashup application developers integrate these available APIs into their
applications. Still, they have to go through thousands of available web APIs and chose only a few
appropriate ones for their application. Recommending relevant web APIs might help application
developers in this situation. However, very low API invocation from mashup applications creates
a sparse mashup-web API dataset for the recommendation models to learn about the mashups and
their web API invocation pattern. One research aims to analyze these mashup-specific critical
issues, look for supplemental information in the mashup domain, and develop web API
recommendation models for mashup applications. The developed recommendation model
generates useful and accurate web APIs to reduce the impact of low API invocations in mashup
application development.
Cyber-Argumentation platform also faces a similarly challenging issue. In large-scale
cyber argumentation platforms, participants express their opinions, engage with one another, and
respond to feedback and criticism from others in discussing important issues online.
Argumentation analysis tools capture the collective intelligence of the participants and reveal
hidden insights from the underlying discussions. However, such analysis requires that the issues
have been thoroughly discussed and participant’s opinions are clearly expressed and understood.
Participants typically focus only on a few ideas and leave others unacknowledged and underdiscussed. This generates a limited dataset to work with, resulting in an incomplete analysis of

issues in the discussion. One solution to this problem would be to develop an opinion prediction
model for cyber-argumentation. This model would predict participant’s opinions on different ideas
that they have not explicitly engaged.
In cyber-argumentation, individuals interact with each other without any group
coordination. However, the implicit group interaction can impact the participating user's opinion,
attitude, and discussion outcome. One of the objectives of this research work is to analyze different
group analytics in the cyber-argumentation environment. The objective is to design an experiment
to inspect whether the critical concepts of the Social Identity Model of Deindividuation Effects
(SIDE) are valid in our argumentation platform. This experiment can help us understand whether
anonymity and group sense impact user's behavior in our platform. Another section is about
developing group interaction models to help us understand different aspects of group interactions
in the cyber-argumentation platform.
These research works can help develop web API recommendation models tailored for
mashup-specific domains and opinion prediction models for the cyber-argumentation specific
area. Primarily these models utilize domain-specific knowledge and integrate them with traditional
prediction and recommendation approaches. Our work on group analytic can be seen as the initial
steps to understand these group interactions.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Mashup application development is a rapidly growing software development practice
where application developers usually use web APIs from different sources to create a new
streamlined service providing various features to end-users. Mashup development usually requires
little programming knowledge. Data-centric and graphical user interface-based application
development is one of the main reasons for the rapid increase of mashup-based software
development. This lucrative process drew many well-known computer organizations in developing
different mashup application editing tools. Mashup development encourages end-user software
development. End users are often domain experts and with little programming knowledge. They
develop applications collaboratively from existing sources rather than going through the lengthy
software development cycle. Mashup applications also help with situational software development
where a software application needs to be developed for only a small number of users satisfying
their particular needs or for a specific task for a group or business corporation [1]. Due to the
limited scope of these software applications, the only way these software applications would be
cost-effective if they can be developed in a short period yielding a low development cost.
Due to the increasing adoption of service-oriented architecture by the web and business
organizations, they publish their services as Application Program Interface (API). This enables
mashup application developers to easily integrate these available APIs into their applications
instead of writing these services independently. Currently, there are thousands of published web
APIs available, which mashup application developers can consider for their application.
ProgrammableWeb1 is an API track-keeping repository. According to this site, as of May 2020,

1. https://www.programmableweb.com/
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there are 22,992 APIs in different categories. Also, new APIs are rapidly added to their site, 2019
new APIs are being added at the ProgrammableWeb [2]. This situation is especially challenging
for mashup application developers as they have to browse through thousands of available APIs
and choose only a few for their application, which is not a feasible task for application developers.
If we can recommend accurate and useful APIs to the application developers, it would be easier
for them to find the appropriate APIs for their application.
However, these recommendation models face one common challenging issue: the sparsity
of the entire dataset. On average, a mashup application only invokes three to five web-APIs, but
there are thousands of web-APIs available for recommendation [3]. This low invocation from
mashups generates a very sparse dataset for recommendation models to learn about individual
mashup applications and identify meaningful information from the underlying data. As a result,
recommendations are not often reasonably accurate. These recommendation models have only a
few web APIs to learn about individual mashup application but a thousand web APIs to consider
for the recommendation.
In our first research task, we developed a web API recommendation model for the mashup
application. This approach uses a two-level topic modeling both from mashup’s own content and
content from its’ network to identify similar mashup services together. Later, we utilized similar
mashup services information via a matrix-factorization model to generate accurate and useful
recommendations for mashup applications. Then, we analyzed two critical issues in mashup
application development. First, mashup usually invokes very few APIs, which generates a sparse
dataset and affects the web API recommendation models. Second, many mashups share various
web APIs, and many web APIs are being used by a mashup in this domain, which can work as
supplemental information in the recommendation process. We specially designed our second web
2

API recommendation model so that it can use the additional data and integrate them with the
traditional web API invocation analysis to reduce the impact of low API invocations in web API
recommendation. Also, this model uses two techniques sequentially to identify similar and related
mashup and web APIs to reduce the sparsity of the initial dataset. Both of these models were
evaluated using real mashup and web API dataset collected from ProgrammbleWeb.
In large-scale cyber argumentation platforms, participants express their opinions, engage
with one another, and respond to feedback and criticism from others in discussing important issues
online. Cyber argumentation platforms implement argumentation models to enforce an explicit
discussion structure, such as Dung abstract frameworks [4], Issue-Based Information Systems
(IBIS) [5], and Toulmin’s model of argumentation [6]. These structures allow argumentation
analysis tools to analyze the discussions effectively. Argumentation analysis tools can capture the
participants' collective intelligence and reveal hidden insights from the underlying discussions. In
this research domain, these tools have demonstrated the ability to evaluate and reveal hidden
phenomena, such as identifying group-think [7], polarization [8], assessing argument validity [4],
etc.
However, such analysis requires that the issues have been thoroughly discussed and
participant’s opinions are clearly expressed and understood. Participants typically focus only on a
few ideas and leave others unacknowledged and under-discussed. This generates a limited dataset
to work with, resulting in an incomplete analysis of issues in the discussion. This also hampers
the individual and collective intelligence retrieval process and opinion analysis from the
underlying discussion. Particularly a limited dataset with missing values affects the clustering or
user grouping algorithms, and the resulting user groups introduce error and bias in different social
phenomena analysis [9].
3

In our third research task, we developed a model for predicting participant’s opinions on
different ideas that they have not explicitly engaged. We use our argumentation platform, the
Intelligent Cyber Argumentation System (ICAS), to collect user opinion on issues and predict the
missing opinions. In our system, discussions take on a tree structure. Issues are the root of the
conversation. Under an issue, there is a finite set of different positions that address the issue. We
use a collaborative filtering model based on viewpoint correlation between positions and user
opinion similarity to predict the user’s missing opinion on a position.
Later, we focused on group interactions in the cyber-argumentation platform. Although
participating users discuss different social and political issues in the platform, groups can be
implicit within the discussion, which can impact the participating users and the collective
discussion outcome. The social identity theory (SIT) [10] and the social identity model of
deindividuation effects (SIDE) [11] are two of the social science theories. These two theories
analyze different aspects of human behavior, such as how they perceive themselves, adjust their
opinion, attitude, and behavior in an anonymous group setting, and how they behave towards the
people within their in-group [10] and out-groups [10]. These theories are very useful in designing
user behavior models and group interaction techniques in different online platforms. However,
before using these theories in user opinion modeling and other argumentation phenomena analysis
models, we first need to examine whether these theories are valid in an online discussion setting.
In our fourth research task, we designed an experiment to analyze whether the anonymity in our
platform and psychological group sense from a similar opinion influences users’ behavior related
to in-group and out-group activity as per the SIDE model in our platform. Also, we worked on two
critical areas in cyber-argumentation. First, we developed different group interaction models for

4

Figure 1. 1 Dissertation Defense Framework
the cyber-argumentation platform. Currently, there is no such model that can help us understand
the impact of these group interactions at the individual and collective levels. We analyzed and
developed models to understand how supportive or critical the group members are to each other
and another model for understanding how supportive or critical the groups are to each other as a
collective entity in the discussion.
Figure 1.1 gives an overall framework of this dissertation proposal. In the figure, we can
see that we used the mashup clustering model in three of the developed web API recommendation
models in this research task. This integrated closeting model was developed by [3], which we used
in our two developed recommendation models. Also, fuzzy logic and argumentation techniques
were developed in the prior research work by [12, 13, 14, 15]. These techniques were used to
develop the Intelligent Cyber Argumentation System as a discussion platform. This platform's
different datasets were used in the opinion prediction model and group analytics model.

5
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Chapter 2: A Web API Recommendation Model for Mashup development using Matrix
Factorization with Integrated Content and Network-Based Service Clustering Technique

2.1 Abstract
Finding appropriate web APIs to develop mashup services is becoming difficult because of the
increasing number of web APIs offered from different sources. If we can recommend relevant web
APIs for a mashup service based on its requirements, it will help software developers to find
suitable APIs easily instead of searching from thousands of web APIs. Although there are many
existing methods to recommend web APIs for mashup services, their recommendation accuracies
and diversities are still not high. We will present a novel approach in this paper to produce better
web API recommendation results in terms of accuracy and diversity. It is a matrix factorization
based API recommendation method for Mashup services. It uses a two-level topic model for
clustering Mashup services. We used a dataset from programmableWeb to perform experiments
and compared the results of our method with other existing methods. Its evaluation results show
that our matrix factorization based recommendation archives better API recommendation accuracy
and diversity for Mashup services.
2.2 Introduction
Mashup technology has become very popular in recent years, which allows software developers
to compose web APIs from multiple sources to create a new single service or application. There
are several online repositories of mashup services and web APIs available, such as
ProgrammableWeb, myExperiment, and Biocatalouge. Users can choose existing web APIs or
mashup services to create their own mashup services according to their needs.

8

However, the selection of the appropriate web APIs and mashup services from these
repositories is a challenging task since the number of available web APIs and mashup services is
huge. For example, ProgrammableWeb published 15,788 web APIs and 7828 mashups under more
than 400 categories.

If a developer wants to build a mashup related to messaging,

programmableWeb search result returns 1217 web APIs and 472 mashups. It is not an easy task to
go through these lists of search results and select the desired APIs and mashup services.
Many researchers worked on web service recommendations. Several researchers considered the
similarity between the user requirements and capabilities of the available services in their
recommendation methods [2, 6-8]. Other researchers used QoS (Quality of Service) based service
recommendation via estimating QoS values for similar users or items and recommended services
to users accordingly [2-3, 9-15]. Many researchers used relationships among services for service
recommendation [4, 16-19]. In addition, many other researchers used a combination of two or
many of the above methods to recommend web services [5, 20-23].
There are many existing methods to recommend web APIs for mashup development. C. Li et.
al. [22] recommended APIs using a relational topic model and popularity of web APIs for new
mashup development. S. R. Chowdhury et. al. [37] used the information of API input, output, and
mashup structure to discover the composition pattern of mashups and recommended composition
knowledge. H. Elmeleegy et al. [36] presented a mashup advisor who takes a partially complete
mashup and shows possible outputs. The user selects the desired output, and the mashup advisor
recommends the best services to achieve that output. R. Torres et al. [34] presented an API
recommendation technique that integrated popular APIs with a search mechanism to recommend
relevant APIs.

9

An existing investigation [24] shows that most mashup services contain maximal three web
APIs. If a user wants to discover more APIs from existing mashup composition, users would not
be able to find more than three Web APIs from a single mashup service. It is desirable to identify
clusters of similar Mashup services and expand the service space for API recommendation in the
mashup service development. Several researchers noted this issue and used service clustering in
recommendation [1, 24]. However, the mashup services are related to each other via invoking
common APIs, descriptive tags, etc. These relationships were not taken into consideration by them.
The accuracy and diversity of the existing API recommendation methods for the development
of mashup services are still not satisfactory, even though progress was made. Most existing API
recommendation methods for mashup development do not consider the diversity of
recommendation results. They only focus on using popular APIs. If a new mashup is created using
only popular web APIs based on historical usage, much less used but useful API may not be
recommended [24]. A recommendation result should include both popular and less used web APIs
to expand the service discovery space to find APIs to meet up user’s requirements. Xia et al. [1]
used a method of ranking Web APIs in each service category and diversify the recommendation
results.
We propose matrix factorization based Web API Recommendation for Mashup development
using Integrated Content and Network-Based Service Clustering (ICNC) [33]. Our model
incorporates mashup service relationships to improve accuracy and diversity of API
recommendation results for mashup development. Our experimental results show that our matrix
factorization based recommendation achieves better accuracy and diversity than other existing
methods.
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2.3 Method Overview
2.3.1 Framework
we developed a framework of web API recommendation based on mashup service clustering
for new mashup development. B. Cao et al. [33] presented ICNC based mashup clustering, which
we used to cluster mashup services in this paper. Once we have clustering results, we applied a
matrix factorization method to recommend web APIs for each mashup category. The Overview of
our framework is shown in fig. 2.1.
ICNC method first collects service data and extracts the content feature vector, which represents
mashup services. Then it builds a network of services based on relationships among them and uses
a two-level topic model to identify functional topics of mashup services. It ranks them and selects
those mashup services with the above similarity in a cluster. Then it applies the Agnes algorithm
for hierarchical clustering and merging some similar clusters together.
We associated each mashup cluster with the web APIs from its consisting mashup services and
applied a matrix factorization algorithm to predict the recommendation values of missing APIs.
Then we integrated the recommended result with popular APIs and ranked them. Finally, we
recommended top R web APIs for each mashup category. This list can be used as a recommendation
for building a new mashup service.
2.3.2 Mashup Service Clustering
At first, the ICNC method creates a mashup service content document by collecting functional
information of mashup services, including its name, category, typical description, web APIs, and
tags. This document works as a complete description of mashup services than the typical one and
is used to extract core feature vectors of mashup services. At first, a natural language processing
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Figure 2. 1 Mashup Service Clustering and Web API Recommendation Framework
toolkit NLTK is used to divide sentences of mashup service description into words, and an initial
feature vector is created. Then symbols and words like a, of, +, - etc. are removed as they do not
contribute to characterize and compare feature words. Usually, nouns, adjectives, or verbs are
meaningful feature words. Then Porter Stemmer in the NLTK toolkit is used to extract the stemming
of all words to produce a new feature vector.
Mashup services are implicitly related to each other. This relationship can be assessed based on
how many common APIs they invoke and how many same tags are used to mark them. ICNC
method uses this information to build a mashup service network (MSN), which represents their
correlation. Jaccard similarity coefficient is used to measure the edge weight or the similarity value
between two mashup services using the following equation.
|𝐴𝑃𝐼(𝑀𝑆 )∩𝐴𝑃𝐼(𝑀𝑆 |

|𝑇𝐴𝐺(𝑀𝑆 )∩𝑇𝐴𝐺(𝑀𝑆 |

𝑊(𝑀𝑆𝑖 , 𝑀𝑆𝑗 ) = 𝜆1 ∗ |𝐴𝑃𝐼(𝑀𝑆𝑖 )∪𝐴𝑃𝐼(𝑀𝑆𝑗 | + 𝜆2 ∗ |𝑇𝐴𝐺(𝑀𝑆𝑖 )∪𝑇𝐴𝐺(𝑀𝑆𝑗 |
𝑖

𝑗

𝑖

𝑗

(1)

Here MSi and MSj are two mashup service nodes in MSN which is an undirected network graph to
represent mashup services. W (MSi, MSj) represents the edge weight or the similarity between MSi
and MSj. API(MSi) and API(MSj) represents APIs invoked by MSi and MSj. TAG(MSi) and
TAG(MSj) represents TAGs used to mark MSi and MSj. λ1 and λ2 are preference over APIs and
Tags where λ1 + λ2 = 1.
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Mashup service topics are distributed at two different levels: Content and network level. One
sub- model processes all mashup service documents at the content level. Then a mashup service
network is built from these documents at the network level. Then topic distribution for each mashup
service from all the linked mashup services is incorporated into its topic distribution at the content
level. Therefore, there will be topics for each mashup services from two parts, one from its own and
another from linked mashup services.
At the network level, the following operations are performed in the ICNC method to calculate
the topic distribution of all linked mashup services for a particular mashup service.
•

For each linked(directly/indirectly) mashup service MSj in LMS where LMS represents all linked
mashup service of MS.
➢ For ith word in MSj
1. Select a topic Zji from MSj’s topic distribution using p (z|MSj, θMSj), θMSj is a distribution
parameter which is calculated from Dirichlet distribution Dir(α).
2. Select a word wji which follows multinomial distribution p (w|zji, φ) based on condition Zji.
At the content level, the following operations are performed in the ICNC method to calculate

the topic distribution for all mashup services. Here MS is a set of mashup services containing MS1,
MS2, MS3… MSn.
•

For each mashup service document MSs
➢ For ith word in MSs
1. Select a linked Mashup service document LMSsi from the multinomial distribution p(LMS|MSs,
Ѱ), which is based on condition MSs.
2. Select a topic tsi from the topic distribution p(t| LMSsi, η) based on condition LMSsi.
3. Select a word wsi, which follows multinomial distribution p (w| tsi, φ) based on condition tsi.
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Here Ѱ is a selection co-efficient matrix that represents the probability of a mashup service at the
network level that will be incorporated into another mashup service’s content level. η is a topic
selection coefficient matrix.
A link-level random walk on the mashup service network for mashup service document MSs is
performed in the ICNC method to calculate the matrix Ψ. For all linked (direct/indirect) mashup
services MSj of MSs, a link probability score is associated, which is defined below:
𝑃(𝐿𝑀𝑆𝑠𝑖 = 𝑀𝑆𝑗 |𝑀𝑆𝑠 ) = (1 − 𝛽) ∗ (1 − 𝛽𝑄)−1 𝑀

(2)

Here, β is the probability that a random walk will not continue or stop at MSj. M is an initial
probability distribution vector where mj = 1/L(MSj). Q is an adjacency matrix where qij is a random
walk transition probability from MSi to MSj.
A topic level random walk is performed on the mashup service network in the ICNC method to
calculate matrix η. A topic probability score vector P (MSj, z) specified on topic z for each MSj in
LMS. For all topics, a random walk is performed along with all linked (direct/indirect) mashup
services in the mashup service network. In the network for a link from MSi to MSj, two types of
transition probabilities are associated [ defined in equation 3 and 4].
𝑃(𝑀𝑆𝑗 |𝑀𝑆𝑖 , 𝑧𝑥 ) =

1

(3)

𝐿(𝑀𝑆𝑖 )

𝑃(𝑀𝑆𝑗 , 𝑧𝑥 |𝑀𝑆𝑖 , 𝑧𝑦 ) = 𝑃(𝑧𝑥 | 𝑀𝑆𝑗 ) ∗ 𝑃(𝑧𝑦 | 𝑀𝑆𝑖 )

(4)

➢ P (MSj | MSi, zx) is the topic-intra transition probability from MSi to MSj on topic zx which is
common between them;
➢ P (MSj, zx | MSi, zy) is the topic-inter transition probability from MSi to MSi on topics zx and zy
which is different between them;
➢ L(MSi) represents the number of nodes directly connect to MSi (degree of MSi);
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➢ P (zx | MSj) is the topic zx generation probability by MSj;
➢ P (zy | MSi) is the topic zy generation probability by MSi.
A parameter γ is used to control the preference on topic-intra and topic-inter transition
probability during random walk. So we can find the topic probability score for a mashup service
MSj on topic zx trough a topic level random walk.
1

𝑃(𝑀𝑆𝑗 , 𝑧𝑥 ) = 𝛽 ∑𝑀𝑆𝑖 :𝑀𝑆𝑖 →𝑀𝑆𝑗 [𝛾𝑃(𝑀𝑆𝑗 |𝑀𝑆𝑖 , 𝑧𝑥 ) + (1 − 𝛾) |𝑇| ∑𝑦≠𝑥 𝑃(𝑀𝑆𝑗 , 𝑧𝑥 |𝑀𝑆𝑖 , 𝑧𝑦 )] +
1

(1 − 𝛽) |𝐷| 𝑃(𝑧𝑥 |𝑀𝑆𝑗 )

(5)

➢ P (MSj, zx) is topic probability score on zx of MSj;
➢ P (zx | MSj), P (MSj | MSi, zx), and P (MSj, zx | MSi, zy) are same as equation 3 and 4;
➢ |D| is the number of Mashup service documents in the MSN;
➢ |T| is the number of topic generated by MSj.
Then the similarity among mashup services is computed using Kullback-Leibler (KL) and JS
divergence algorithm [30]. Then the similarity result is integrated with K-Means and Agnes
algorithms to cluster similar mashup services [30]. Topic probability distribution can be used to
calculate the similarities between mashup service documents as topics can be mapped into
document vector space, and topics represent the document materials. Following equation is used
to measure the KL divergence:
𝑝

𝐷𝐾𝐿 (𝑀𝑆𝑖 , 𝑀𝑆𝑗 ) = ∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑝𝑡 𝑙𝑛 𝑞𝑡

(6)

𝑡

➢ DKL (MSi, MSj) is the KL divergence value between MSi and MSj mashup services;
➢ t is a variable for common topic between MSi and MSj;
➢ T is the number of common topics between MSi and MSj;
➢ pt is the probability of finding topic t in MSi;
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➢ qt is the probability of finding topic t in MSj.
As KL divergence is asymmetric, JS divergence is used to improve the similarity calculation
between MSi and MSj based on the result from KL divergence.
1

𝐷𝐽𝑆 (𝑀𝑆𝑖 , 𝑀𝑆𝑗 ) = 2 [𝐷𝐾𝐿 (𝑀𝑆𝑖 ,

𝑀𝑆𝑖 +𝑀𝑆𝑗
2

) + 𝐷𝐾𝐿 (𝑀𝑆𝑗 ,

𝑀𝑆𝑖 +𝑀𝑆𝑗
2

)]

(7)

Here DJS (MSi, MSj) is the similarity between MSi, MSj mashup service. Then K-means and Agnes
algorithm are used to cluster the mashup services using their similarities value. First Mashup
services are ranked and similar mashup services with above average value are selected using Kmeans algorithm. Then Agnes algorithm is used to hierarchically cluster these mashup services
combining those mashup services with above threshold value.
2.3.3 Web API Recommendation based on Matrix Factorization
Since the number of APIs in each cluster is huge, we recommend top web APIs for each
category. We used a matrix factorization method to recommend web APIs and showed that matrix
factorization based recommendation works better than other existing baseline methods in terms of
accuracy and diversity.
1) Matrix Factorization
Assume that we have a set of categories A and a set of web APIs B, and another matrix C of size
|A| X |B|. Each value of C represents the popularity of an API in a category. The value in matrix C
is normalized and 0 ≤ cij≤ 1. If there is K latent features, we need to find two different matrix P and
Q such that P is a |A| X |K| matrix, Q is a |K| X |B| matrix, and C ≈ P X QT
To predict a missing value corresponding to each category ai and web API bj, we need to use the
dot product of two vectors based on the following equation:
𝑟𝑖𝑗′ = 𝑝𝑖𝑇 𝑞𝑗 = ∑𝑘𝑘=1 𝑝𝑖𝑘 𝑞𝑘𝑗

(8)
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We first initialize P and Q with random values and update the values in each iteration. In each
iteration, we try to minimize the error. The error is calculated as how different the resultant dot
product is with the original matrix. Two parameter α and β are used. Parameter α controls the rate
of reaching to a minimum. Parameter β controls the size of P and Q for a better approximation of
R. Using the following equation; we calculate the error:
2
𝑒𝑖𝑗
= (𝑟𝑖𝑗 − ∑𝑘𝑘=1 𝑝𝑖𝑘 𝑞𝑘𝑗 )2 +

𝛽
2

∑𝑘𝑘=1(||𝑃||2 + ||𝑄||2 )

(9)

The square value of error is used because predicted value can be bigger or smaller than the original
value. Using the gradient value of error, we can update the value of pik and qkj using the following
equations:
′
𝑝𝑖𝑘
= 𝑝𝑖𝑘 + 𝛼 (2𝑒𝑖𝑗 𝑞𝑘𝑗 − 𝛽𝑝𝑖𝑘 )

(10)

′
𝑞𝑘𝑗
= 𝑞𝑘𝑗 + 𝛼 (2𝑒𝑖𝑗 𝑝𝑖𝑘 − 𝛽𝑞𝑘𝑗 )

(11)

This procedure is conducted iteratively until the minimum error is reached.
2) Web APIs Recommendation for Mashup Clusters
After the values of missing APIs are calculated by matrix factorization, we can now recommend
top web APIs for a mashup category. The value obtained from this algorithm is considered the
predicted recommendation value for a web API. Then this result is integrated with popular choices
of web APIs. After ranking the web APIs, the top R web APIs are recommended for each mashup
category. The process of recommending web API is described in the below algorithm.
Algorithm: Recommendation of Web APIs
Input: M= {M1 M2,…,MK}, WA= {WA1 WA2,…, WAN}
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// M represents a set of Mashup service clusters from Section 2.B; WA represents a set of Web
APIs //
Output: Top-T Web APIs Recommended for each Mashup category
1. C =|A| X |B| represents mashup services
2. and frequency of composing web APIs
3. For K=1 to M
4. P =|A| X |K|; Q = |K| X |B|
5. Initialize P and Q with random values
6. Do {Update each member of P and Q using formula
7. 8,9,10,11;
8. Calculate minimum error value eij
9. } while (error value < Threshold value)
10. R ≈ P X QT // QT is the transpose matrix of Q//
11. Compare R with previously calculated R and
12. keep the best
13. End For
14. For j = 1 to K // Number of mashup services is K
15. For l=1 to U // the number of Web APIs in Cluster
16. Mj is U //
17. Combine WAl’s Prediction value with its Popularity value
18. End For
19. Rank Mj’s all composing web APIs;
20. Add Top-T Web APIs recommendations for Mj in Result
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21. End For
22. Return Result // Result contains Top-T Web APIs Recommended for each Mashup cluster.

In summary, the following process is used to recommend web APIs:
Using ICNC method similar mashup services are identified. Recommendation values for
missing web APIs are predicted using matrix factorization method. This result is combined with
popular web APIs in a mashup category. Top R web APIs are identified and recommended for each
mashup category.
2.4 Experiments
2.4.1 Web API Recommendation
To evaluate the accuracy and diversity of the recommended APIs for each mashup category, we
performed several experiments. They are based on the measurement of accuracy and diversity of
the recommended APIs in terms of DCG (Discounted Cumulative Gain) and Hamming Distance
(HMD) value. The following section describes these experiments and comparisons between our
method and other existing baseline methods.
2.4.2 Experimental Dataset
From ProgrammableWeb site, we have collected 6960 real Mashup services with their related
data and obtained Mashup service’s name, category, description, tags, and web APIs. We have
observed that variation in terms of the number of mashup services in categories is very large. As an
example, category Mapping has 1038 Mashup services, while category Address has only 1 Mashup
service. Since categories with a small number of mashup services contribute to poor clustering, we
chose the top 20 categories containing 3929 Mashup services and 62078 words as the experimental
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dataset. We developed a Mashup Service Network platform based on the experimental dataset and
relationship among them.
2.4.3 Evaluation metrics
We used accuracy and diversity to evaluate the recommendation list of APIs. Accuracy is
measured in terms of DCG@R for top R recommended APIs. DCG is a popular choice for
measuring recommendation accuracy. A higher value of DCG represents better accuracy of the
recommendation list. DCG can be defined by the following formula
2𝑟(𝑖) −1

𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝑅 = ∑𝑅𝑖=1 𝑙𝑜𝑔

(12)

2 (1+𝑖)

Here i is the position in the recommendation list, and r(i) is the gain or score for the
recommended API in the ith position, and 0 ≤ r(i) ≤1. r(i) value is equal to the normalized popularity
value in the mashup category.
We used HMD to measure the diversity of the recommended web APIs. The Hamming distance
measures how different the recommended web APIs are in two mashup categories. A bigger
hamming distance value implies that the recommendation results are more diverse. HMD can be
defined as follow:
𝐻𝑀𝐷(𝑚𝑖 , 𝑚𝑗 )@𝑅 = 1 −

𝑄(𝑚𝑖 ,𝑚𝑗 )

(13)

𝑅

Here R is the number of web APIs in the recommendation list. Q (mi, mj) is the number of same
web APIs in the recommendation list of mi and mj mashup category. If mi and mj contain the same
web APIs in the recommendation list, then the HMD (mi, mj) = 0 and if there is no such common
API in the recommendation list, then HMD (mi, mj) = 1.
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2.4.4 Baseline Methods
We compared our experimental results with the following methods. Details of these methods are
described below:
PopR: This method calculates the number of times each API is used in the mashup category and
ranks them based on their count or popularity. It then recommends top R popular API for each
mashup category.
KCF: This method applies the K-Means algorithm to cluster mashup services based on their
similarity [31]. After this, it applies an item based collaborative filtering (CF) algorithm to
recommend top R web APIs for each mashup category [24].
LCF: In this method, LDA is used to cluster mashup services based on its topic feature vector
[1] [32]. Item-based CF is applied to recommend top R web APIs for each mashup category.
DL-CF: This method applies DAT-LDA to cluster mashup services based on a description of
mashup service and web API and their tags [30]. It then applies Item-based CF to recommend top
R web APIs for each mashup category.
ICNC-MF: This is the proposed method in this paper. It applies ICNC to cluster mashup services
and then applies Matrix factorization (MF), including popular choices to recommend top R web
APIs for each mashup category.
2.4.5 Experimental Results
The below figures show the comparison of experimental results where the number of categories
varies from 5 to 20 with step size 5 (i.e. 5/10/15/20). The result shows that our proposed ICNC-MF
method achieves a better result than any other baseline method in terms of DCG and HMD for a
varying number of recommended web APIs (i.e. R=5/10/20/50). We evaluated our model with
varying number of categories and recommended APIs to represent the need for varying number of
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Figure 2. 2 DCG value vs Number of Categories for varying top recommendations
recommended APIs in mashup development for different mashup service categorization. We have
the following observations:
ICNC-MF significantly outperforms other baseline methods KCF, LCF, DL-CF, and PopR in
terms of recommendation accuracy or DCG value presented in fig. 2.2. Clustering-based
recommendation performs better than other baseline methods as it takes into account the
relationship among mashup services and draws useful topics achieving more accuracy. PopR is
using the same approach for clustering, but MF achieves a better result than PopR as it combines
both popular and unpopular APIs.
ICNC-MF also performs better than other baseline methods KCF, LCF, DL-CF and PopR in
terms of recommendation diversity or HMD value presented in fig. 2.3. PopR performs worst
among the methods as it only recommends the popular APIs without considering the latent
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Figure 2. 3 HMD value vs Number of Categories for varying top recommendations
relationship between web APIs and recommending many common ones in each category. DL-CF,
LCF, and KCF all apply CF to diversify recommendation results.
Our experimental result shows that ICNC-MF performs better than other baseline methods in
terms of accuracy and diversity.
2.5 Related work
2.5.1 Service Recommendation
Service recommendation works can be divided into four categories, mainly: QoS based,
functionality based, relationship-based, and hybrid service recommendation method.
Functionality based service recommendation matches the user’s requirement and available
services and recommends high matching services with the requirement [2, 6-8]. Functionality
description of services such as WSDL or Mashup profile files are commonly used to match the
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similarity. Li et al. [7] retrieved functional features form the WSDL description of web services
using the LDA method. X. Liu et al. [2] proposed to use collaborative topic regression from usage
data history and functional description of web services.
Quality of Service (QoS) is an important factor in recommending web services. Z. Zheng et al.
[9] presented a method called WsRec, which used the CF method to estimate missing QoS values.
Y. Jiang et al. [10] used personalized hybrid CF-based recommendation on top of WsRec and
improved the result. K. Fletch et al. [11] proposed a recommendation method that is based on elastic
personalized preference over nonfunctional attributes and trade-off on nonfunctional attributes
during service selection. X. Chen et al. [12] developed a regional model using the user’s physical
location to predict QoS values. Tang et al. [13] used both service’s location with the user’s physical
location to estimate missing QoS values. Some researchers have used Matrix factorization in CF to
improve QoS value estimation [3, 14-15]. The relationship between services and the used service
network has also been considered by several researchers [16-17]. This relationship information
among services was retrieved from the invoking, composition, or dependency among them and is
used to build a service network. Several researchers worked on the service ecology network [4, 1819, 25], which uses more service relationship information from service providers, services and
users, etc. for better recommendation results.
The hybrid service recommendation method merges the functionality based, QoS based, or
relationship-based recommendation services. Kang et al. [20] integrated QoS preference, functional
interest, and diversity information to recommend web APIs. Y. Zhong et al. [21] used CF, service
evolution, and content matching for service recommendation. L. Yao et al. [23] combined QoS and
functionalities using a three-way aspect model proposing a hybrid recommendation technique.
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Later they used textual similarity and correlation of APIs to recommend APIs for mashup creation
[5].
2.5.2 Clustering-based service recommendation
Clustering and service recommendations are well-known techniques in service recommendation
and normally considered as independent processes [26], which may result in poor recommendations
result in large and diverse scales. Several researchers have observed the problem and integrated
service clustering with service recommendations [26-29]. Y. Zhou et al. [26] presented a
heterogeneous service network and modeled services, attributes, and associated entities. Then they
performed a random walk integrating link structures and attributes for service clustering and
recommendation purpose. D. Skoutas et al. [27] presented dominance relationships between the
web services to cluster and web services to rank. J. Zhu et al. [28] presented a landmark-based QoS
and clustering-based prediction approaches to recommend web services. Y. Xu et al. [29] presented
a collaborative framework of Web service recommendation using clustering-extended matrix
factorization.
2.6 Conclusion and Future work
This paper uses an integrated content and network-based service clustering and recommends
web APIs using matrix factorization. Service contents (web APIs, description, and tags) are
integrated, and the network is developed by building a two-level topic model for mashup clustering.
Then we apply a matrix factorization method to recommend web APIs for mashup development.
The experimental results show that the matrix factorization based approach achieves better results
in terms of accuracy and diversity than the existing baseline methods using the programmableWeb
dataset. In the future, we plan to improve clustering accuracy and combine other approaches with
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matrix factorization to recommend more accurate and diversified web APIs for mashup
development.
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Chapter 3: Integrated Topic Modeling and User Interaction Enhanced Web-API
Recommendation Model for Mashup Application Development using Regularized Matrix
Factorization Method

3.1 Abstract
Mashup application developers combine relevant web APIs from existing sources. Still, developers
often face challenges in finding appropriate web APIs as they have to go through thousands of
available ones. Recommending relevant web APIs might help, but very low API invocation from
mashup applications creates a sparse dataset for the recommendation models to learn about the
mashups and their invocation pattern, ultimately affecting their accuracy. Effectively reducing
sparsity and using supplemental information such as mashup and web API specific features that
trigger mashups to invoke the same web APIs in their applications and web APIs to be used
together by a mashup can help to generate more accurate and useful recommendations. In this
work, we developed a novel web API recommendation model for mashup application, which uses
two-level topic modeling of mashups and user interaction with mashup and web APIs sequentially
to reduce the sparsity of the initial dataset. Then, we applied regularized matrix factorization with
the mashup and web API embeddings. These embeddings integrate 'mashup to mashup' and 'web
API to web API' relationships with 'mashup to web API' invocation analysis. Compared with
existing web API recommendation models, our model achieved 54% more precision, 36.4% more
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), and 36% more recall value over other baseline
models on a dataset collected from programmbleWeb.
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3.2 Introduction
Mashup application development is a widespread software development practice where
developers usually integrate web APIs from different sources to create a new streamlined service
for end-users. As an example, Trendsmap1 is a map mashup service, which incorporates the twitter
trends and google map web services to provide a mapping of trending topics locally and globally
in real-time. Mashup applications help with situational software development where a software
application needs to be developed for only a small number of users satisfying their needs [1]. Due
to the limited scope of these software applications, the only way these software applications would
be cost-effective if they can be developed in a short period yielding a low development cost [1].
Mashup development encourages end-user software development. End users are often domain
experts and with little programming knowledge. They develop applications collaboratively from
existing sources rather than going through the lengthy software development cycle.
Due to recent growth in publishing web APIs by different web and business organizations, there
are thousands of APIs available nowadays. ProgrammableWeb2 is a popular online repository for
mashup and web APIs. As of May 2020, programmableWeb1 contains 22,992 APIs, and on
average, 2019 new APIs are being added yearly on their site [2]. This massive number of APIs is
causing a challenging issue for mashup application developers, which is choosing the relevant
APIs from these thousands of available ones. It is not a feasible task for a developer to go through
all of the APIs and select the right ones for their corresponding application. Instead, if we can
recommend relevant APIs to the mashup application developers, it would be easier for them to
find the appropriate APIs for their applications.
1. https://www.trendsmap.com/
2. https://www.programmableweb.com/
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Different research work focuses on this problem and developed various models and algorithms
to recommend relevant web APIs to the mashup application developers. Most of these works focus
on the functional and non-functional properties of web APIs and user requirements in the
recommendation process. On the non-functional approaches, web APIs' Quality of Services (QoS),
locations, etc. are considered in the recommendation [3, 4, 5]. On the functional approaches, the
popularity of web-APIs, co-invocation pattern of web APIs, topic modeling, learning-based
models, different kinds of information such as description, tags, category, etc. are considered in
different web API recommendation models [6, 7, 8].
Most of these approaches use the web API invocation from the mashup applications to learn
about the mashups and the kind of APIs it usually invokes, which they later use to recommend
new web APIs to the mashup applications. However, low API invocation from mashups is a typical
challenging issue of these models. On average, a mashup application only invokes three to five
web-APIs, but there are thousands of web-APIs available for recommendation [9]. This low
invocation generates a very sparse dataset for recommendation models to learn about individual
mashup applications and the general pattern, hidden factors, and relations among mashups and
web APIs, which are necessary to generate useful recommendations. As a result, the web API
recommendations made by these models would not be accurate and useful for mashup applications.
One common way to minimize the impact of this issue is by reducing the sparsity of the initial
mashup-web API invocation dataset. In the mashup domain, the clustering-based approach is one
of the effective ways to generate a denser dataset. It identifies similar mashup services and uses
web API invocation data from these services to reduce the sparsity of the mashup-web API
invocation data. In the clustering process, different attributes of mashups' and web APIs' such as
invocation history, quality of services of APIs, etc. are usually used to identify similar mashups,
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which is later in the recommendation [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. However, clustering mashups is not
sufficient enough for reasonably accurate web API recommendation for mashup applications. This
scenario is evident in the experiments of [14], where clustering did not generate reasonable
accuracy on newer and larger mashup-web API datasets.
User interaction data with mashup and web APIs can be another source of data to reduce
sparsity in the mashup - web API recommendation process. Incorporating user interaction data
into the web API recommendation process has shown some promising results in the user-based
personalized web API recommendation [14] [15]. These models recommend APIs for users
analyzing their interactions with mashups and web APIs, but they do not recommend APIs for a
particular mashup application. However, user-specific interaction data may help the general web
API recommendation for mashup applications too. If many users interact with two APIs, then there
should be some API specific features between these two APIs, which is influencing users'
interaction also. These web API specific features and factors can improve the web API
recommendation for mashup application. A thorough experimental investigation is required to
validate this concept of whether existing user-interaction data with mashup and web APIs can
improve the web API recommendation for mashup application too.
Another way we can minimize the impact of low web API invocation by using the additional
information in the recommendation process. From our analysis, many mashups invoke the same
APIs in their applications, and many have overlapping APIs in their invocation history. This
'mashup to mashup' information can help us to find out specific factors by which these mashups
are related to each other in their invocation pattern of APIs. Also, we analyzed that there are many
web APIs that are generally used together by different mashups. Similarly, 'web API to web API'
information can help us to find out specific factors by which the web APIs are invoked or not
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invoked together by mashup applications. Integrating 'mashup to mashup' and 'web API to web
API' specific analyses with the traditional 'mashup to web API' invocation analysis can help the
web API recommendation processes to achieve higher accuracy and generate useable
recommendations for the mashup applications.
Considering the above insights, we developed a web API recommendation model for mashup
applications. In our developed model, we applied two techniques sequentially to identify similar
and related mashups and web APIs. The first technique uses Integrated Content and Networkbased mashup Clustering (ICNC), which is developed by [9] to group similar mashup services
together. The second technique applies user interaction data to identify related mashups and web
APIs. We used these similar and related mashups and web APIs to reduce the sparsity in the
mashup-web API invocation dataset. On the condensed dataset, we then applied Regularized
Matrix Factorization with the user and item Embedding (RME). RME model is developed by [16]
for general recommendation purposes, which can use additional information as embeddings. We
adapted the RME model so that it can operate with mashup and web API embedding as
supplemental information with the web API invocations. With explicit embedding, this model
identified the latent factors associated with 'mashup to mashup' similar API invocation, and 'web
API to web API' invoked/not invoked by the same mashups and integrated them with the analysis
of traditional mashup to web API invocation. Using these steps, our model generated the top N
web API recommendation for mashup application. To our knowledge, our model is the first
approach, which exploited these embeddings to identify the mashup and web API specific latent
features in the web API recommendation model. Also, our model is the first approach, which used
the users' interaction data to identify related web APIs and mashups and later used it for web API
recommendation for mashup applications.
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Let's go through an example to understand how our model recommends web APIs to a mashup.
Let's assume; we want to recommend web APIs for mashup 'Music Updated1'. Music Updated only
invoked Youtube2 and Last.fm3 web APIs. Our model will find related mashups and APIs using
ICNC [9] and user interaction data. Let's assume, related mashups of 'Music Updated' invoke
Feed.fm4 API and related APIs of the invoked APIs are SoundCloud5, Spotify6 APIs. Our model
will learn about 'Music Updated' mashup using YouTube, SoundCloud, Spotify, Last.fm, and
Feed.fm APIs, instead of just using YouTube, Last.fm APIs. Our model will identify from mashup
specific knowledge that related mashups generally use APIs that provide the functionality to access
and play radio content. From web API specific knowledge, it will identify that music-related APIs
are usually used together by a mashup. After combining this information with actual invocation
data, our model will recommend Feed.fm, shufflerfm7, SoundCloud, Spotify, Grooveshark8 APIs,
which are a combination of music and radio-related APIs.
In this paper, we make the following contributions:
1. We propose a new web API recommendation model for mashup application development
exploiting mashup clustering, user interaction, and mashup and web API embedding via RME.
2. Our experimental results on a real-life mashup-web API-user dataset collected from
programmableWeb showed that our model achieved 54% more precision, 36.4% more Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), and 36% more recall value over other models.
1. https://www.programmableweb.com/mashup/music-updated
2. https://www.programmableweb.com/api/youtube-rest-api
3. https://www.programmableweb.com/api/lastfm-rest-api-v20
4. https://www.programmableweb.com/api/feedfm-rest-api
5. https://www.programmableweb.com/api/soundcloud-rest-api
6. https://www.programmableweb.com/api/spotify-web-rest-api-v10
7. https://www.programmableweb.com/api/shufflerfm-rest-api
8. https://www.programmableweb.com/api/grooveshark-rest-api
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The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. We discuss related work in the field of
web API recommendation for mashup development, and then we describe our proposed model and
experimental results and evaluation of our work.
3.3 Related Work
Most of the current research work in web API recommendation focuses on Quality of Services
(QoS), web API functionality, and latent/implicit relationship among APIs/mashups. QoS based
service recommendation approaches focuses on user's preference on non-functional attributes of
APIs, estimates the missing QoS values using different recommendation algorithms such as
collaborative filtering (CF), matrix factorization (MF) to recommend APIs with matching
requirement [3, 4, 5]. Functionality based service recommendations usually take user's
requirements as input and identify key topics and attributes in the requirement, web APIs, and
mashups using different topic modeling. These models typically go through the mashup/web API
document to figure out the key topics from both the content and the user requirement [6, 7, 8] and
recommend APIs with matching topics. Implicit relationship-based service recommendations
usually use the co-vocation of web APIs in the mashups, dependency among items, the network
of mashup services, shared tags/categories, etc. are exploited to identify the latent relationships
among web APIs and mashup services. Service ecology network considers information from
service providers, users about service relationships on top of existing service information in the
web API recommendation process [17, 18].
Due to the sparse nature of the mashup-web API dataset, clustering approaches are also popular
in the web-service recommendation process. Usually, the clustering process is performed
independently, and the clustering result is integrated back into the service recommendation part
later. For the clustering process, [19] considered different attributes, and entities of services
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modeling a divergent service network and applied a random walk based method to integrate
attributes and structures of links. The dominance relationship between services [20] is used in the
clustering mechanism of services and later in the ranking process of web services. Service
clustering is also used with a landmark-based QoS prediction in the recommendation process of
web services. Clustering extended matrix factorization is also used by [21] in web service
recommendation. However, none of these clustering-based approaches user interaction data with
the clustering results to create a denser dataset.
The matrix factorization (MF) method is recently gaining a lot of popularity in the service
recommendation area. Researchers mostly vary their use of additional information on the
regularization process in MF based models. [22] developed used a trace norm regularization in MF
to recommend web services with the best QoS values. Additional information such as location
information considering the IP address, trust propagation, time-sensitive modeling technique, data
weighting approach, are also infused with matrix factorization model [23, 24, 25] for web service
recommendations.
Deep learning based approaches have been used in the API recommendations for the mashup
applications. [27] utilized the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and Long Short Term
Memory (LSTM) technologies with the natural language processing technologies to recommend
APIs. We implemented CNN, and LSTM based models and compared the performance with our
developed ExICNC-RME model.
3.4 Web-API Recommendation Model For Mashup Development
In this section, we discussed our developed web-API recommendation model for mashup
application development. This section is divided into two sub-sections. In the first sub-section,
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we explained how we employed two different techniques to generate a denser mashup-web API
dataset from its initial sparse form. In the second sub-section, we discussed how we applied the
RME with mashup and web API embedding on the condensed dataset for the recommendation
process.
3.4.1 Denser Mashup - WebAPI Dataset Generation:
This section describes the clustering and user interaction based techniques we used to reduce
the sparsity on the original mashup - web API dataset:
1) Integrated Content and Network-based Clustering (ICNC) for Denser Dataset:
We used Integrated Content and Network-based Clustering (ICNC) to group similar mashup
services together. Then we used the grouping information to reduce the sparsity of the original
mashup – web API dataset. The ICNC [9] method and its incorporation are explained in the
following two subsections.
a) ICNC Method
The ICNC [9] model builds a mashup service document for each mashup, which contains the
category, name, description, composing web APIs, and associated tag information. Then, it builds
a mashup service network based on the similar web-APIs invocation and shared tag information.
For each mashup service document, the topic distribution is generated from its content using the
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model. Then, the topic distribution of the mashup services
belonging in the same network is incorporated into the topic distribution of that mashup service
based on the concept that useful and signature topics of mashups are distributed both at the
mashup's own content and over the network of that mashup. Topic distribution is used to calculate
similarity among mashup services and later identify groups of similar mashup services.
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b) Sparsity Reduction in the Mashup-WebAPI dataset using ICNC Method:
Using the ICNC [9] method, we obtained different clusters of mashup services, where each
cluster contained similar mashup services together based on their content and network information.
Similar mashup services should invoke similar and related web APIs. We used this information to
generate a condensed mashup - web API matrix with less sparsity. The basic idea of this approach
is that if two mashups belong to the same cluster, then if one mashup invokes an API, the other
mashups in the group will invoke that API too. We generated a web API set from all invoked web
APIs by the mashups, then all the web APIs from this set will be invoked by all the mashups in a
group. In this way, all mashups in a group will share the same web API invocation history. As an
example, a mashup group contains two mashups SendMusic2.Me1 and Viral Music List2.
SendMusic2.Me invokes Youtube and Facebook3 API, whereas Viral Music List invokes
Facebook and Spotify API. Group web API set will contain three web APIs {Youtube, Facebook,
Spotify}. After this denser mashup-web API matrix generation, SendMusic2.Me and Viral Music
List will have Youtube, Facebook, Spotify APIs in their invocation history. This process can be
shown in the following algorithm:
APISet = Empty List {}
for each mashup mx in clustera
for each APIi in mx-APIs
if APIi is not in APISet
Add APIi into APISet
1: https://www.programmableweb.com/mashup/sendmusic2.me
2: https://www.programmableweb.com/mashup/viral-music-list
3. https://www.programmableweb.com/api/facebook
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for each mashup mx in clustera
for each APIi in APISet
if APIi is not in mx-APIs
Add APIi in mx-APIs
Here, APISet is the set of web APIs for a cluster of mashups, and clustera is a cluster of similar
mashups. mx is a mashup in a cluster, and APIi is a web API. mx-APIs is the list of web APIs which
are invoked by mashup mx. This process will add new APIs into the invoked API list of mashups,
which will reduce the sparsity of the dataset.
2) User Interaction with Mashups and Web-APIs for Sparsity Reduction in the Dataset
We used user interaction data with the mashup and web APIs to reduce sparsity in the mashupweb API dataset further. We applied the following two techniques to condense the dataset.
a) User Interaction with Web-APIs:
Users can create and follow APIs in the dataset we used. If a user creates or follows multiple
APIs, then these APIs are related to each other that captured the user's attention. On the condensed
dataset from the ICNC method, we used this correlation information from the create/follow
information to condense the dataset further. We identified the related API pairs from user
interaction with web APIs, used those pairs to condense the dataset. The idea is that if a mashup
invokes an API from a related API pair, the mashup will invoke the other API in that pair too. We
will show the entire process with the following example with actual API names for better
understandability:
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Let, user x follows some APIs and creates some APIs. First, we combined all the APIs that user
x either followed or created. F, C, and L contain the APIs that user x followed, created, and the
combined APIs respectively:
F = [SoundCloud, Spotify, YouTube]
C = [TouchTunes Jukebox1, Soundtrap2]
L = [SoundCloud, Spotify, YouTube, TouchTunes Jukebox, Soundtrap]
From this combined list, L, we generated an all-possible combination of API pairs. This list of
API pairs is the related API list (Rx) from user x:
Rx = [(SoundCloud, Spotify), (Spotify, YouTube), (SoundCloud, YouTube), ……..(YouTube,
TouchTunes Jukebox), (TouchTunes Jukebox, Soundtrap)]
In this way, we created the related API list for every user in our dataset. Finally, we combined
the related API list from all users to get a global related API list, R that contains all pairs of related
API lists from all users.
R = [(SoundCloud, Spotify), (Spotify, YouTube), …….(Google Photos3, Flickr4), (Weatherbit
Severe Weather Alerts5, National Weather Service6)]
We used this global related API list R to condense the mashup-web API matrix. For a related API
pair (APIi, APIj), if mashup x invokes APIi, then in the condensed mashup-web API matrix,
mashup x will invoke APIj too. For each API pair, we will browse through the mashups to
1. https://www.programmableweb.com/api/touchtunes-jukebox-rest-api
2. https://www.programmableweb.com/api/soundtrap-rest-api
3. https://www.programmableweb.com/api/google-photos-rest-api-v10
4. https://www.programmableweb.com/api/flickr-rest-api
5. https://www.programmableweb.com/api/weatherbit-severe-weather-alerts-rest-api-v20
6. https://www.programmableweb.com/api/national-weather-service-nws-rest-api
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propagate the co-relationship information of the APIs. As an example: Music Updated mashup
uses Youtube API, it will also use SoundCloud, Spotify Web, TouchTunes Jukebox, Soundtrap in
the condensed version, as each of these APIs is related with Youtube. The following algorithm
summarizes this procedure:
for each Mashup mx
for each API pair (APIa, APIb) in R
if APIa is in mx-APIs
if APIb is not in mx-APIs
Add APIb in mx-APIs
if APIb is in mx-APIs
if APIa is not in mx-APIs
Add APIa in mx-APIs
Here, APIa and APIb are particular web APIs. (APIa, APIb) is an API pair in the global related API
list, R and mx is a mashup service. mx-APIs is the list of web APIs which are invoked by mashup
mx. This process will add new APIs into the invoked API list of mashups, which will reduce the
sparsity of the dataset.
b) User Interaction with Mashups:
Users can create and follow mashups in our dataset too. We used this user-mashup interaction
information to condense the mashup-web API dataset also. From mashup users' created/followed
mashup list, we generated a list of mashup pairs, which are related to each other. Then, we
combined the related mashup pairs from all users to get the global related mashup pairs list from
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all users. This process is similar to global related API pair list generation, as described in the
previous section. Using the global mashup pairs list, we condense the mashup-web API matrix. If
two mashups are related, then if a mashup invokes an API, the other mashup will invoke that too
in the condense mashup-web API matrix. As an example: user x follows mashup SoundYouNeed1
and Music Updated. SoundYouNeed invokes YouTube, SoundCloud, Spotify, Grooveshark API.
Music Updated uses YouTube, Last.fm API. After this condense process, SoundYouNeed and
Music Updated will both invoke YouTube, SoundCloud, Spotify, Grooveshark, Last.fm APIs.
This process is summarized in the following algorithm:
for each mashup pair (mx, my) in S
for each APIi in mx-APIs
if APIi is not in my-APIs
Add APIi in my-APIs
for each APIi in my-APIs
if APIi is not in mx-APIs
Add APIi in mx-APIs
Here, mx, my is two mashup services. (mx, my) is a mashup pair in the global related mashup list,
S. APIi is a particular web API. mx-APIs and my-APIs is the list of web APIs which are invoked by
mashup mx and my, respectively.
These three processes will also add new APIs into the invoked API list of mashups. As we
added new APIs into the invoked list, the mashup – web API matrix will have reduced sparsity
1. https://www.programmableweb.com/mashup/soundyouneed
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than created from the original dataset. On the final condensed matrix, we applied the RME [16]
model with mashup and web API embeddings. Before we describe the RME model, we will give
a brief overview of the matrix factorization method.
3.4.2 Matrix Factorization
Matrix Factorization identifies the latent factors associated with the user and item in the dataset.
Given, a dataset of user ratings on items, R with |U|× |I| dimension, where U is the set of users, and
I is the set of items. Then it factorizes the R matrix into two matrices P and Q for K latent features
related to user and item matrices. The size of P and Q is |U| × |K| and |V| × |K|, and they represent
the latent features associated with user and items. Each row in P represents the association between
a user and the latent user features. Each row in Q represents the association between an item and
the latent item features. The purpose of these two matrices is to approximate the initial matrix R
using the dot product of user and item latent features in the following way:
𝑅 ≈ 𝑃 × 𝑄𝑇 = 𝑅^
With L2-regularization, it minimizes the following error function:
𝐾
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Here, β is a regularization parameter, rij is an actual rating for user i and item j. pik and qkj are the
latent vectors for user and item, respectively.
3.4.3 Regularized Matrix Factorization with Embedding (RME) Model:
RME [27] is a matrix factorization based model with the user and item embedding. It applies
the word-embedding techniques from natural language processing to generate the user and item
embedding. The basic idea is that for a particular user if we sort the liked items in a specific order
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based on their timestamp value, it can be used as a sequence to learn about latent features
associated with user and items. We will use the condensed mashup-web API matrix and then apply
the RME [27] model to predict the missing web API invocation values. The RME [27] model
enables to incorporate user and item specific supplemental information as embeddings with the
original user-item data. We used the following three mashup and web API specific embeddings:
1) Mashup to Mashup Embedding:
This embedding analyzes the mashup specific features that cause mashups to invoke similar
APIs in their applications. A mashup to mashup co-invocation matrix is generated with |mashup|
× |mashup| dimension, and if a web API is invoked by both the mashups, then the associated value
is enabled. An MF model is applied to this matrix to identify the mashup specific latent factors.
2) Co-invoked web API to web API Embedding:
This embedding analyzes the web API specific features that cause web APIs to be invoked by
the same mashup. A web API to web API co-invoked matrix is generated with |web API| × |web
API| dimension, and if two web APIs are used by the same mashups, then the associated value is
enabled. An MF model on this matrix is applied to identify the web API specific latent factors.
3) Co-uninvoked web API to web API Embedding:
This embedding identifies specific features that cause web APIs to be not invoked by the same
mashup. In web API to web API co-uninvoked matrix, if two web APIs are not invoked by the
same mashups, then the associated value is enabled.
With these three matrices, RME model implements a joint learning model combining weighted
Mashup to Web API Invocation (MWAI), Invoked Web API Embedding (IWAE), Uninvoked
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Web API embedding (UWAE), and Mashup Embedding (ME) and minimizes the following
objective function:

ℒ=

1
2
∑ 𝑤𝑢𝑝 (𝑀𝑢𝑝 − 𝛼𝑈𝑇 𝛽𝑝 ) (𝑀𝑊𝐴𝐼)
2
𝑢,𝑝

+

1
2
(+𝑝)
∑ 𝑤𝑝𝑖 (𝑋𝑝𝑖 − 𝛽𝑝𝑇 𝛾𝑖 − 𝑏𝑝 − 𝑐𝑖 ) (𝐼𝑊𝐴𝐸)
2
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+
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2
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2
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2
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Here, M is the mashup-web API matrix, U is the latent factor matrix for mashups, P is the latent
factor matrix for web APIs, X, Y, and Z are invoked, uninvoked web APIs and mashup coinvocation matrix respectively. αu, βp, γi, θj are latent factor vector of mashup u, web API p, coinvoked web API context, co-uninvoked web API context, and mashup context respectively. b, d,
c, e, f, g are co-invoked web APIs, co-uninvoked web APIs, co-invoked web APIs context, couninvoked web APIs context, mashup and mashup bias, respectively.
We predicted the invocation values for the missing web APIs applying the RME model on the
condensed dataset. We sorted the predicted values and generated the top N recommendations for
each mashup application.
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3.5 Experiment
In this section, we described the experiment we conducted and the associated results we
observed.
3.5.1 Experimental Dataset
We used the web-API dataset provided by [14] in our experiment. This dataset was crawled
from programmbleWeb, which is one of the popular online repositories for web APIs and mashups.
This dataset contained the mashup-API invocation and user interaction history. In the user-to-user
interaction history, there is a list of users with their followed user, mashups, and APIs lists. For
each mashup, we had a short description, URL, associated tags, invoked APIs. For each API, we
had API name, associated URL, tags, primary category, secondary categories, a short description
of the API in the dataset. In summary, there were 17,564 web-APIs, 6270 mashups, 87, 857 user
profiles in the dataset. For more details on the dataset, please refer to [14].
3.5.2 Evaluation Metrics:
To compare the performance of our developed web API recommendation model with other
baseline models, we used Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), Recall, Mean
Average Precision (MAP) evaluation matrices. These evaluation metrics measure the
recommendation quality and the accuracy and coverage of the recommended APIs.
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG): NDCG is a measure of recommendation
ranking quality. It calculates the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) value in the following way:
𝑁

𝐷𝐶𝐺𝑁 = ∑
𝑖=1

𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖
𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑖 + 1)
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Here, i is the position in the recommendation, and reli is the relevance score of the recommended
item at position i. N is the total number of recommendations made. This Discounted Cumulative
Gain (DCG) value is normalized with the Ideal DCG (IDCG) value measured from the test dataset.
NDCG is calculated using the following equation:

𝑁𝐷𝐶𝐺 =

𝐷𝐶𝐺
𝐼𝐷𝐶𝐺

A higher NDCG value represents a more top quality recommendation, and the maximum value
for NDCG is 1.0, which constitutes an ideal recommendation.
Recall: Recall value captures the percentage of relevant items that are captured by the top-N
recommendation. Recall value is calculated using the following equation:

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

Like NDCG, a higher recall value represents a better recommendation result with a maximum
amount of 1.0.
Mean Average Precision (MAP): MAP measures the average precision result for each
iteration in the experiment. The precision value measures the percentage of recommended items
are relevant using the following equation:

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

3.5.3 Baseline Models:
ICNC-CF: The method was developed by [9]. This method uses the ICNC [9] method to cluster
the related mashup services together and then collaborative filtering (CF) model to predict the
missing values, which is later used to generate top N recommendation.
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ICNC-MF: This method was developed by [26]. This method uses the matrix factorization with
L2-regularization for recommendation after applying the ICNC [9] method.
ICNC-RME: This method ICNC method to reduce sparsity on the mashup – web API dataset
and then applies the RME model with the mashup-mashup co-occurrence matrix, co-liked web
API matrix, and co-disliked web API matrix.
Mashup-CF: This method applies the collaborative filtering (CF) method on the initial
mashup-web API matrix.
Mashup-MF: This method applies the matrix factorization method with L2-regularization on
the initial mashup-web API matrix.
Mashup-RME: This method uses the RME on the initial mashup-web API matrix.
ExMashup-RME: This method uses the user interaction data on top of the initial mashup-web
API data to reduce sparsity and then apply the RME model. This method is similar to the RMFUP
model developed by [9]. However, the RMFUP model recommends API to the user, not to mashup
application. It also takes the user requirement to filter the recommendation result, and this is not
the case here. In sparsity reduction, RMFUP filtered some APIs based on functional information
of the APIs such as Language and Data formats supported, etc. Functional information is not
available on the publicly available data, and we did not filter any API.
LSTM-Rec: We implemented this LSTM [27] based recommendation model. In this model,
we provided the initial mashup and web APIs as input from the initial dataset, and then applied
this LSTM based mode to generate API recommendations for the mashups. The internal
architecture, and other details is described in section 1.13.5.
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CNN-Rec: This is a CNN [27] based recommendation model. We fed the initial mashup to
API dataset to this model in order to generate API recommendations for the mashups. Please refer
to section 1.13.5 for the internal architecture, and other details is described in.
NCF-Rec: This is a neural network based collaborative filtering model [28]. We utilized the
initial mashup to web API dataset in this mode to generate the final recommendation results. The
internal architecture, and other details is described in section 3.5.5.
ExICNC-RME: This is the proposed model in this paper. On the initial dataset, this model uses
the ICNC method and user interaction data to reduce sparsity in the dataset. Then it applies the
RME model with mashup and web API embedding for the recommendation purpose.
3.5.4 Experimental Setup
For each model, we evaluated the model's performance at different top N recommendations. At
each top N recommendation, we performed cross-validation with five-folds, two-repetitions, and
averaged the results. In each iteration, from the overall mashup - web API invocation dataset, we
identified K test mashups (20 percent of all mashups), and N web APIs for each of the mashups
from their associated invocation history. This K mashups, and their associated N APIs was our
ground truth model. For each of the test mashups, we removed their associated API invocations,
which are in the ground truth model from the overall dataset. We used this dataset for training and
validation purposes. The validation dataset was generated in a similar way containing 10 percent
of all the mashups. The rest of the dataset was used for training purposes, which did not have API
innovations of the ground truth model and the validation set. In the evaluation time, we observed
whether the models recommended web APIs for the test mashups from their associated web API
list in the ground truth model and measured their performance. For the precision and recall
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Figure 3. 1 Mashup Embedding Generation

Figure 3. 2 WebAPI Embedding Generation

calculation, for each of the test mashups, we measured what percent of recommended APIs
matched with the associated APIs from the ground truth model. For the NDCG value, for each of
the test mashups, if the recommended API is in the associated API list from the ground truth model,
then the relevance value of that API is one, otherwise zero. On the MF-based models, we tried
with few random latent factor K sizes (100, 200, 500, 600). The results were close to each other,
and the best result was found at K = 200. On the RME model, we used 1×10-1 for regularization
term λ's value.
3.5.5 Experimental Setup for LSTM-Rec, CNN-Rec, NCF-Rec Models:
For these three neural network and deep learning based models, we followed the basic input
and output structure. The input of the model is a mashup and API, and we used these
representations to generate mashup and web API embeddings. Then we concatenated these
embeddings together, and fed them to the neural network and deep learning based models. The
output of these models are the probabilities of them being related and not related.
So, the basic layout is input (m, w) -> mashup and API Embeddings (Mt, Wt) -> Neural
Network and Deep Learning based Models -> SoftMax Layer -> Output (p, q). Here, m is the one
hot encoded representation of a mashup, a is the one hot encoded representation of an API. Mt is
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Figure 3. 3 Architecture of LSTM-Rec, CNN-Rec, NCF-Rec Models
the mashup embedding, and Wt is the web API embedding. Softmax layer is intended to normalize
the model output to a probability distribution output. The output p is the probability of input m and
a is being related, q is the probability of (m, a) is being not related. Figure 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 gives
an overall idea of the architecture for these models. We used same training, validation, and testing
dataset for these models.
For, NCF-Rec model, we used the following architecture: Input Mashup and Web API
Embeddings (Mt + Wt) ->LinearLayer (16, 21) -> TanhLayer(21, 21) -> LinearLayer (21, 8) ->
TanhLayer(8,8)-> LinearLayer (8, 2) -> TanhLayer(2, 2)-> Softmax Layer () -> Output(p, q).
Here, the first numbers represent the input dimension, and the second number represents the output
dimension in each layer. The LinearLayer is a linear layer, and TanhLayer is the non-linear layer
with Tanh activation function.
In this implementation of LSTM-Rec model, we used 50 units of the model with tanh activation
function. In the recurrent unit, we used sigmoid activation function. Then we passed the output to
a dense neural network which generated 2 outputs. The whole model is optimized on stochastic
gradient descent, and MAE as loss function. For the CNN-Rec model, We used 1D convolutional
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Recall Values for Different Top-N Recommendations by
Different Models
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Figure 3. 4 Recall values at top N recommendations by the models.
model with 32 filters with kernel size is 2, and rectified linear unit as activation function. Both for
the LSTM-Rec, and CNN-Rec a fully connected layer is added to predict the probabilities that they
are connected or not.
3.5.6 Experimental Results
Figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 summarizes the experimental results. We can see that our proposed
model ExICNC-RME outperforms every other model in NDCG, precision, and recall value at all
the top N recommendations. Our model achieved 0.47 NDCG value, where the second-best
performing model Ex- Mashup-RME model achieved an NDCG value of 0.34, and all other
models were below 0.1 for the top 5 web API recommendations. On average, our model achieved
0.35 NDCG value, where the second-best performing model ExMashupRME achieved 0.26
NDCG value, and all other models achieved below 0.13 NDCG value. In the case of precision
and recall, the scenario is also similar. On average, our proposed model achieved 18.9% precision
and 31.5% recall value, and the second-best model ExMashupRME achieved 12.3% precision and
23.2% recall value, all other models below 5.7% precision and 14.1% recall value. In terms of
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Precision Values for Different Top-N Recommendations by
Different Models
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Figure 3. 5 Precision values for top N recommendations by the models.
improvement, our model achieved 54% more precise, achieved 36% more recall value, and 36.4%
more NDCG value.
RME based models achieved better performance than the CF, MF, neural and deep learning
based models. This shows the benefit of using mashup and web API specific additional information
with the invocation data in the recommendation process as CF and MF based models only used
invocation data. The comparison between the ICNC-RME and ExICNC-RME shows the
importance of using user interaction data and the comparison between ExICNC-RME and
ExMashup-RME shows the importance of using using two-level topic modeling data to generate
a denser mashup-web API dataset. These results validate the effectiveness of using supplemental
information and sparsity reduction techniques of our model in web API recommendation.
3.6 Discussions
User interaction with mashup and web API has been used to recommend APIs to the user [14]
[15] and not to a mashup application like our model. If a user does not have any interaction history
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Figure 3. 6 NDCG values for top N recommendations by the models.
with the mashups or web APIs, these models would not be able to recommend APIs to these users.
Also, user-based models filtered the recommendation results taking the user's explicit requirement
[14] [15]; this kind of requirement data is not publicly available. Our developed model is not
bounded by these user interaction histories or requirement data.
When mashup application developers want to build an application, there is no web API invoked.
Our model can handle this cold-start problem to a certain extent. If there are similar mashups
description wise, our model will use these web APIs from these mashups and add into the invoked
APIs of this mashup. Also, if the invoked APIs have any related APIs in the global related APIs,
our model will add these APIs into the invoked APIs of the new mashup. Then, our model will
generate recommendations for this mashup. However, if the mashup application does not have any
description or any similar mashups, our model will not be able to recommend APIs.
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3.7 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a novel web API recommendation model for the mashup application
development process. Our model used two-level topic modeling and user interaction with web
APIs and mashups to identify related web APIs and mashups. These two techniques are used
sequentially to create a denser mashup-web API dataset. Then, we applied the RME model with
the mashup and web API embeddings to generate effective web API recommendations. The
experimental results show that our model achieves better accuracy and recommendation quality
over other existing models. On average, our model achieved 54% more precision, 36.4% more
NDCG, and 36% more recall value. We think our model outperformed these models by handling
the low API invocation issue via creating a denser mashup - web API dataset and explicitly
incorporating 'mashup to mashup' and 'web API to web API' information by the RME model. In
the future, we plan to incorporate different other techniques to reduce sparsity, identify, and use
more additional information on the web API recommendation.
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Chapter 4: Background, and Empirical Studies through Cyber Argumentation Platform

Dr. Xiaoqing (Frank) Liu and his previous research team worked on the cyber-argumentation
system and different core components of such a system over a couple of years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. These
core components include structured discussion, argument reduction techniques [1, 2]. With some
enhancements, we developed an Intelligent Cyber Argumentation System (ICAS), which we later
used to conduct two empirical studies and collect different datasets for our research. The first
empirical study was performed at the spring 2018 session. I did not contribute to the system
updates for the spring 2018 empirical study. For the spring 2019 empirical study, some new
features were added in the system, such as social networking features, deliberative polling among
participants, notifications to users, etc. for the spring 2019 empirical study. I contributed to this
iteration of updates for the system, along with three other graduate students in our research group.
Dr. Douglas Adams and Joseph Sirrianni made a significant contribution to conduct the empirical
studies, developing different features, and maintain the system throughout the empirical studies.
4.1 ICAS System
In ICAS, discussions take on a tree structure architecture wise. At the root of each discussion, there
is a core issue, which describes the overarching discussion problem to address. Under the issue,
there are several different positions for discussion in our system. Each position is a different

Figure 4. 2 Example of an argument
reduction. Argument B, C are reduced
from the second level of the tree to the
first level.

Figure 4. 1 The tree structure for
discussions in ICAS.
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perspective/solution which addresses or provides solutions to the parent issue. All discussions take
place under a position where users can make arguments, support, or attack the parent position or
other users' arguments. In the tree structure, issues are the root nodes of the tree, the issue’s
positions are first-level nodes of the tree, and all the arguments made by different users in a position
Table 4. 1: Empirical Dataset Description
Issue Name

Positions

Guns on Campus: “Should

No, college campuses should not allow students to carry firearms under any

students with a concealed carry

circumstances.

permit be allowed to carry guns

No, but those who receive special permission from the university should be

on campus?”

allowed to concealed carry.
Yes, but students should have to undergo additional training.
Yes, and there should be no additional test. A concealed carry permit is
enough to carry on campus.

Religion and Medicine:

Yes, religious freedom should be respected.

“Should parents who believe in

Yes, but only in cases where the child's life is not in immediate danger.

healing through prayer be

No, but may deny preventative treatments like vaccines.

allowed to forgo medical

No, the child's medical safety should come first.

treatment for their child?”
Same Sex Couples and

No, same sex couples should not be allowed to legally adopt children.

Adoption: “Should same sex

No, but adoption should be allowed for blood relatives of the couple, such as

married couples be allowed to

nieces/nephews.

adopt children?”

Yes, but same sex couples should have special vetting to ensure that they can
provide as much as a heterosexual couple.
Yes, same sex couples should be treated the same as heterosexual couples
and be allowed to adopt via the standard process.

Government and Healthcare:

No, the government should not require health insurance.

“Should individuals be required

No, but the government should provide help paying for health insurance.

by the government to have

Yes, the government should require health insurance and help pay for it, but

health insurance?”

uninsured individuals will have to pay a fine.
Yes, the government should require health insurance and guarantee health
coverage for everyone.

are the rest nodes of the tree. Figure 4.1 gives a visualization of this tree structure. Participants can
engage in discussion by making arguments directly to the position or another user's argument.
When a user makes an argument, they fill out two fields. First is the text of the argument, which
contains the rationale of the users for their support/attack to the parent node. Second is the level
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of agreement with the parent node. An argument’s level of the agreement indicates how much a
user agrees or disagrees with the parent argument or position. Users can choose their level of
agreement value from a weighted scale ranging from -1.0 to +1.0 at 0.2 intervals. The sign of
agreement value specifies whether the user agrees (+ ve), disagrees (- ve), or is indifferent (0)
toward the parent node. And the value specifies the intensity of the agreement or how much a user
agrees or disagrees with it.
4.2 Deriving User’s Opinion using ICAS
The user's opinion value on a position is calculated using the agreement values from all the posted
arguments by that user under that corresponding position. But not all the arguments are made
directly to the position; an argument can be made to another user's argument in the argumentation
tree. So, we first need to connect the arguments that are further down the argument tree (past the
second level) to the root position since their agreement values relate to other arguments, instead of
the position itself. ICAS’s built-in argument reduction method [1, 2] handles this process. The
argument reduction method reduces an argument from any level of the argument tree to the first
level. It calculates the user’s agreement value directly towards the root position using artificial
intelligence, fuzzy logic, linguistic heuristic rules, and other techniques. Figure 4.2 visualizes this
reduction. For a more in-depth explanation of the fuzzy logic engine and argument reduction
method, refer to [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
4.3 Empirical Study and Dataset
We organized empirical stud in an entry-level sociology class in the spring of 2018 and 2019
session. Students were asked to participate in this empirical study to discuss different social issues
for five weeks’ time span. The study contained four issues, and each issue had four different
positions. The students were asked to contribute at least ten arguments in each issue. Table 4.1
contains the issues and positions in the empirical dataset.
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4.4 User Participation and Dataset Statistics
4.4.1 User – Argument Dataset Statistics
The following table contains the number of users who contributed to the discussion and the number
of arguments in the spring 2018 and spring 2019 sessions.
Table 4. 2 User and Argument Statistics
Spring 2018

Spring 2019

Number of Arguments

10609

6428

Number of Users

308

251

4.4.2 Reply and Reaction Dataset Statistics
The following table contains the reply and reaction statistics in the spring 2018 and spring 2019
empirical study. In summary, we have 7237 parent arguments which the participating users either
replied to or reacted from the spring 2018 and spring 2019 empirical dataset.
Table 4. 3: Reply and Reaction Dataset Statistics
Spring 2018 & 2019
Reply

React

Number of Parent
Arguments

5029

Number of Users

361

Number of Parent
Arguments

2208

Number of Users

267
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Chapter 5: Cross-issue Correlation based Opinion Prediction in Cyber Argumentation

5.1 Abstract
One of the challenging problems in large scale cyber-argumentation platforms is that users often
engage and focus only on a few issues and leave other issues under-discussed and underacknowledged. This kind of non-uniform participation obstructs the argumentation analysis
models to retrieve collective intelligence from the underlying discussion. To resolve this problem,
we developed an innovative opinion prediction model for a multi-issue cyber-argumentation
environment. Our model predicts a user’s opinions on the non-participated issues from similar
users’ opinions on related issues using intelligent argumentation techniques and a collaborative
filtering method. Based on our detailed experimental results on an empirical dataset collected using
our cyber-argumentation platform, our model is 21.7% more accurate, handles data sparsity better
than other popular opinion prediction methods. Our model can also predict opinions on multiple
issues simultaneously with reasonable accuracy. Contrary to existing opinion prediction models,
which only predict whether a user aggress on an issue, our model predicts how much a user agrees
on an issue. To our knowledge, this is the first research to attempt multi-issue opinion prediction
with partial agreement in the cyber-argumentation platform. With additional data on nonparticipated issues, our opinion prediction model can help the collective intelligence analysis
models to analyze social phenomena more effectively and accurately in the cyber argumentation
platform.
5.2 Introduction
In modern times, people discuss different social and political issues interacting with each other on
many online platforms. Although most of the online discussions take place on social media
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platforms, these platforms are not designed for large scale discussions. An effective discussion
platform should promote a healthy exchange of ideas and opinions among the participants and
facilitate participants to be well informed. However, due to the unstructured platform design, social
media platforms do not facilitate effective discussions among users. On the other hand, CyberArgumentation platforms are specially designed for effective large scale discussions among
participants. In these platforms, participants come together and express their opinions, criticize
and respond to each other's opinions, ideas, etc. in an organized structure, which helps to achieve
a well-informed and effective discussion among the participants.
In order to facilitate large scale discussions, cyber-argumentation platforms impose explicit
discussion structure with different argumentation frameworks. Some of the well-known
argumentation frameworks are Dung abstract frameworks [1], IBIS [2] and Toulmin’s model of
argumentation [3] etc. These argumentation structures allow users to navigate and follow the
discussion easily. These structures also help the argumentation analysis tools to effectively analyze
the discussion. Argumentation analysis tools can capture the collective intelligence and reveal
different hidden insights from the underlying discussion. These tools analyzed different social
phenomena successfully in this environment. As example: identifying group-think [4], polarization
[5], assessing argument validity [1], credibility [6] etc.
However, to effectively work, argumentation analysis tools require the issue discussions have
through participation, and users express their opinions on all the issues explicitly, which can be
comprehended by these analysis tools. However, this is not a usual scenario; not all the issues get
uniform participation from the users. Typically users participate only on few issues and do not
engage in discussion in other issues in the system. Existing opinion analysis models focus mostly
on analyzing user opinion on the participated issues only [7] [8]; often, the scope of such analysis
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is limited. These missing opinion values on the non-participated issues may be crucial, and
discarding these values may yield an incomplete analysis of the underlying discussion.
Few research attempts have been made in predicting user opinion on non-participated issues in the
cyber argumentation environment [9] [10]. The accuracy of these opinion prediction methods is a
significant concern, as predicted opinion values with lower accuracy will introduce error and
misinformation in the analytical models. Another major concern is that these research works only
attempted to predict whether a user would agree or disagree with an issue, not how much a user
would agree/ disagree with the issue. Precise and detailed opinion values with varying levels of
agreement/ disagreement are often required in many argumentation phenomena and opinion
analysis models. An analysis of how much people's opinions might be influenced, not just whether
people's opinions would be influenced; how controversial an issue might be, not just whether an
issue might be controversial, etc. are some of the examples. Binary opinion prediction with a
"yes/no" value can not fulfill the requirements for such analysis. To our best knowledge, no
research attempt has been made, which predicts how much a user might agree on a non-participated
issue in a cyber-argumentation environment.
We can solve this problem by predicting users' opinions with partial agreement on the issues that
they have not explicitly expressed their opinion in discussion with high accuracy. We can generate
a complete and detailed user-opinion dataset with a reasonably accurate prediction of missing
information. Individual and collective opinion analysis of users can be conducted more precisely
and effectively with more detailed opinion information, even if the user did not participate in some
of the discussion. Detailed opinion prediction can help the complex argumentation analysis models
such as group influence level in opinion dynamics, ingroup-outgroup activity [11], etc. Also, it can
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help the collective intelligence assessment process more accurately, even when the discussions are
incomplete.
In this paper, we present an opinion prediction method for a multi-issue cyber argumentation
platform that predicts user opinion with partial agreement values on different ideas that they have
not explicitly expressed their opinions. We used our argumentation platform, the Intelligent Cyber
Argumentation System (ICAS), in which user participated in different issue discussions. We
collected user opinions on issues from the discussions and predicted the missing opinions in nonparticipated issues. In our system, discussions take on a tree structure. Issues are the root of the
conversation. Under an issue, there is a finite set of different positions that address the issue. For
example, in the issue “Should guns be allowed on college campuses?” a position would be “Yes,
because they would keep students safe.” The participants then argue for or against the various
proposed positions with complete or partial agreement/disagreement. We retrieved user opinion
from the position discussion and predicted user opinion using our opinion prediction method in
the non-participated position of different issues.
We developed a Cosine Similarity with position Correlation Collaborative Filter (CSCCF) model
for opinion prediction with partial agreement. CSCCF is a collaborative filtering (CF) based model
that predicts how much a user might agree with a particular position under an issue exploiting
opinion correlation in different positions. We compared our CSCCF model with other opinion
prediction methods based on popular predictive techniques on an empirical dataset, which we
collected using our argumentation platform, ICAS. This dataset has four issues and sixteen
associated positions, and it contains over ten thousand arguments in these discussions from more
than three hundred participants. Different experimental results show that our model achieved good
accuracy and 21.7% more accurate on average than other benchmarking predictive methods for
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opinion prediction. With detailed experimental analysis, we evaluated the novelty of our CSCCF
model over other comparison models in predicting opinion and analyzed different factors that
impact the CSCCF model's prediction accuracy. In this work, we also analyzed grouprepresentation phenomena in an issue discussion with predicted opinion values generated by the
CSCCF opinion prediction model. We make the following contributions in this paper:
We make the following contributions in this paper:
•

We proposed CSCCF model for cyber-argumentation, which uses user opinion similarity
based collaborative filtering and opinion correlation between positions to predict user
opinions on non-participated positions.

•

We compared the accuracy of the CSCCF model with other popular opinion prediction
techniques and different collaborative filtering based methods on an empirical dataset.
Experimental results show that the CSCCF model is more accurate in different levels of
sparsity in the dataset. CSCCF model can also leverage the correlation values present in
the dataset in a better way than other comparison models in opinion prediction.

•

With different experiments, we analyzed the impact of different key factors such as
correlation degree, training data size, prediction multiple positions on the accuracy of the
CSCCF model.

•

We analyzed group-representation phenomena in the discussion to showcase how the
CSCCF opinion prediction model can be used in our cyber argumentation platform.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discussed about our argumentation system and
how we mine user opinion to give a background for our work. Then we described the CSCCF
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opinion prediction model, experimental data, results, and analysis. After this, we described the
group-representation phenomena analysis and concluded the work.
5.3 Background
In this section, we discussed about our cyber-argumentation platform and how our platform derives
user opinion from the underlying discussion data. This brief discussion will provide background
information for our opinion prediction model presented in this paper.
5.3.1 ICAS System
In our previous research, we developed an Intelligent Cyber Argumentation System (ICAS), where
participants can join and engage with each other to discuss different issues and associated positions
[12]. The system can derive collective opinion on the position based on his/her arguments in the
discussion. With some enhancements, we used this system to collect the user-opinion dataset for
our research. Details of the system argumentation architecture can be found at section 4.1.
5.3.2 Deriving Viewpoint Vectors using ICAS
We represent a user's opinions in different positions using a viewpoint vector; this is a vector of
numerical values where each element represents a user’s opinion toward the position being
discussed. User's opinion value on a position is calculated using the agreement values from all the
posted arguments by that user under that corresponding position. ICAS’s built in argument
reduction method [12] [13] handles this process. For a more in-depth explanation of the fuzzy logic
engine and argument reduction method, refer to [12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
Once all of the arguments have been reduced to the first level of the position sub-tree, then a user’s
opinion toward the position can be calculated by averaging the user’s reduced agreement values
to the position from all of their posted arguments. This process gives the user’s opinion value
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toward that position, which is added to the user’s viewpoint vector at the corresponding index. If
a user does not have any arguments under a position, then their entry at that index is missing, and
we want to predict this value.
5.4 Opinion Prediction Model
In this section, we described our collaborative filtering based opinion prediction model with a brief
discussion on data requirement and time complexity analysis of our model. Collaborative filtering
based models identify the most similar users/items and predict the rating value from similar ones’
rating patterns. In our case, items are different positions on the issues, and rating value is the user
opinion value in the positions. We will find out the most similar user of the target user to predict
what would be the target user's opinion on a position of an issue.
5.4.1 Data Required for Prediction
We use a viewpoint vector to represent the user opinion in different positions across issues. If a
user did not participate in a position discussion, the associated opinion value in the viewpoint
vector would be missing, and we want to predict this opinion value. We will use our opinion
prediction model CSCCF to predict this missing user opinion. If a user x did not participate in
position t, we need the following information to predict user x's opinion value at position t:
1) Viewpoint vectors of each user in training data, 2) Viewpoint correlations of opinion values
between target position t with all other positions, and 3) Viewpoint vector of the target user (User
x).
A user's viewpoint vector represents the user's opinion across all the positions of issues. Our model
calculates viewpoint vectors for every user in training data. If there are n position in the system,
the viewpoint vector of user i can be represented in the following format:
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Ui = [R1i, R2i, R3i, R4i ……… Rni]; Here, Ui is the viewpoint vector of user i. Rpi is user i's opinion
at position p. If the user i did not participate in position p, then Rpi will be represented as an invalid
or missing value.
The viewpoint correlation of opinion values between a target position and all other positions is a
vector of correlation values. Each of the values represents the correlation degree to which the
opinion values in the target position are relater with another position. In our system, opinions
across all positions have the same value range from -1.0 to +1.0. So, a strong positive correlation
between two positions indicates that overall users have similar opinions in these two positions,
users agree or disagree with similar agreement level in these two positions. Likewise, a strong
negative correlation indicates that users have opposing opinions in these two positions; if users
agree in one position, they will disagree in another position with a nearly similar intensity. Whereas
a weak correlation value between two positions does not indicate any linear relationship between
users’ opinions in these two positions. Correlations between position i and j is calculated using
users opinion at position i and j with Pearson Correlation Coefficient using equation 1. We only
included correlation values with high confidence values, correlation values with lower confidence
values determined from two-tailed p-values above or equal to 0.05 are set zero.
𝑘
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0

𝑖𝑓 𝑝 < 0.05

(1)

𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

Correlation values for a position t with other positions can be represented in the following way:
Ct = [Ct1, Ct2, Ct3, …, Ctn]; Here, Ct is the correlation value vector of position t. Cti is the pearson
correlation coefficient value between position t and position i.
We can represent the target user (user x)'s viewpoint vector in the following vector format:
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Ux = [R1x, R2x, R3x, R4x …, Rt-1x, ?, Rt+1x…… Rnx]; Here, user x's opinion value at position t or Rtx
is missing, we will predict this value in the following section.
5.4.2 CSCCF Opinion Prediction Model
We want to predict user x's opinion value at position t or the value of Rtx in the viewpoint vector
of Ux. We predict this value by integrating the opinion values of most similar users with respect
to position t. There are two steps in this process. First, we will measure the opinion similarity of
user x with every other user who does not have a missing value at position t in the training data.
Second, we will integrate the topmost similar users’ opinion values at position t as the predicted
value for user x at position t; Rtx.
To measure the similarity between our target user x and other users in the training dataset, first we
will remove any user who has a missing value at position t. The rest of the users who do not have
a missing value at position t, are placed into user x's candidate set. Then we measure the similarity
between user x and every user in the user x’s candidate set.
We will calculate the similarity between user x and user y. The viewpoint vectors of user x and
user y are Ux and Uy.
Ux = [R1x, R2x… Rt-1 x,?, Rt+1x ……… Rnx]
Uy = [R1y, R2y… Rt-1y, Rtx, Rt+1y ……… Rny]
First, we will remove the elements from the viewpoint vectors in which either one has a missing
value. In this case, Ux has a missing value at position t, so we will remove Rtx and Rty from the
viewpoint vectors Ux and Uy.
Ux = [R1x, R2x… Rt-1 x, Rt+1x ……… Rnx]
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Uy = [R1y, R2y… Rt-1y, Rt+1y ……… Rny]
In the next step, we use the correlation values from the target position t's correlation vector Ct to
update the viewpoint vectors. Each value in the viewpoint vector is multiplied with it's
corresponding correlation value with the target position t. For example, the opinion values at
position i Rix and Riy will be multiplied by the opinion correlation value between position i and
position t, Cti. The updated viewpoint vectors are represented using the following notations Ux^
and Uy^.
Ux^ = [Ct,1R1x, Ct,2R2x, .. , Ct,t-1Rt-1x, Ct,t+1Rt+1x, ..,Ct.nRnx]
Uy^ = [Ct,1R1y, Ct,2R2y, .. , Ct,t-1Rt-1y, Ct,t+1Rt+1y, ..,Ct.nRny]; Here, the opinion value at position i is
multiplied by the correlation value with position t, Cti.
Next, we calculate the cosine similarity between the updated viewpoint vectors Ux^ and Uy^ using
equation 2. The cosine similarity value is used to determine how similar user x and user y are with
respect to position t. The range of cosine similarity value is in between -1 to +1. Here, +1 represents
the two vectors are completely similar to each other, 0 represents that the vectors have no
correlation, and -1 represents that two vectors are completely different to each other.
𝑦
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2 𝑥
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(2)

In this way, we measure the similarity between user x and every other user in x's candidate set.
Once we measure the similarity with all users, we sort and rank the users based on their similarity
value with our target user x. Then we select the top k most similar users, here k is a constant model
parameter. We investigated with different values for the value of k such as 3, 5, 10 etc. and we got
the most accurate result when the value of k was set at 5 on our validation dataset. Our model then
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integrates the opinion value at position t from the top k most similar neighbors; it averages the R t
opinion value weighted by the similarity value using the following equation, as shown in (2).

Predicted value of 𝑅𝑡𝑥 =

𝑚
∑𝑘
𝑚=1 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥,𝑚)∗𝑅𝑡

∑𝑘
𝑚=1 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥,𝑚)

(3)

Our model measures the similarity between two users based on which position we are predicting.
We multiply the opinion values with their correlation value with the test position. It weights or
prioritizes the opinion values based on how important they are in determining the test position. If
we predict another position s, the topmost similar users for target user x will be different than the
topmost similar users when we predict position t. Also, our model filters out uncorrelated opinion
values by multiplying them by zero or near zero in the similarity calculation.
5.4.3 Time Complexity of our CSCCF model
In this time complexity analysis, we will measure the time complexity of our model to predict a
single opinion value for a test user. The time complexity of calculating the correlation values from
the training data is not included in this measurement as we perform this step only one time in the
beginning and use it to predict opinion values for all test users. We will use n as the number of
users n and p as the number of positions. In the prediction process, we update the viewpoint vectors
with the correlation values; then, we measure the cosine similarity value on the updated viewpoint
vectors. The time complexity of this approach is O(n*p). In the next step, we sort the similarity
values from n users and use the opinion values from top k users to make the prediction. The time
complexity of this step is the time complexity of sorting n numbers. We used a heap-based priority
queue, so the time complexity of our approach is O(nlogn). So, the overall time complexity of our
algorithm to make one single prediction is O(n*p) + O(nlogn).
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5.5 Experiments
5.5.1 Empirical Data Description
We organized an empirical study in an entry-level sociology class in the spring of 2018 session
and used the collected dataset in this work.
5.5.2 Methods to test against
We implemented different popular opinion predictive techniques and compared their accuracy
with our CSCCF model using the collected empirical dataset. These methods include one neural
net, two matrix-factorization based approaches, and six different memory-based collaborative
filtering models. The only difference between these CF models and our CSCCF model is how we
calculate the similarity between two users. CSCCF and these CF models predict Opinion value
from the most similar users in the same way. The following section briefly describes all the
comparison models.
1) Cosine Similarity based CF (CSCF)
This method used the Cosine similarity between the original viewpoint vectors to select the
topmost similar users. For two users x and y, their similarity is measured using their agreement
vectors Ux and Uy with the following equation.
𝑦

cosine similarity(Ux, Uy) =

𝑥
∑𝑛
𝑖=1,𝑖 ≠𝑡 𝑅𝑖 𝑅𝑖
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(4)

As compared to our CSCCF model, this method does not consider correlation values with the
target position; each value in the agreement vector has the same priority in the similarity
calculation. In our CSCCF model, we measure similarity on the updated viewpoint vectors
multiplied by correlation values with the target position. In the similarity calculation, more
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correlated position values will have a higher value difference range than the less correlated ones,
which indirectly incorporates the importance of more correlated indexes. Testing our method
against this method highlights the importance of the position correlations when predicting different
values.
2) Neural Net
Neural nets have been used extensively in research to solve complex problems, and have been
modified to solve collaborative filtering problems too. We implemented a neural net model that
uses hybrid latent variables as a hybrid collaborative filtering technique as described in [17] to
learn individual information about both the users and items; in our case, items are positions. During
the training phase, the neural net model learned the weights and latent input variables at the same
time. We tried the neural net with various input layer vector sizes, the best result we got when the
latent vectors were at length 2 for both users and positions. We used this topology in our neural
net implementation: linear layer (4, 6) => Tanh layer (6, 6) => linear layer (6, 1) => Tanh layer (1,
1). Here, the first parameter is the input size, and the second parameter is the output size in different
layers. The model attempted to predict the user’s opinion, given a user’s latent vector and a
position’s latent vector. The neural net used stochastic gradient descent to update the weight
parameters, and sum squared error (SSE) was used to optimize the neural net.
3) Matrix Factorization
Matrix factorization is a popular predictive method that decomposes a matrix into multiple
matrixes such that when they are multiplied together, it returns the original matrix. We
implemented a Regularized Incremental Simultaneous MF as described in [18], which applies
regularization techniques via penalizing the magnitude of vectors to avoid overfitting. In our case,
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the original matrix is the user-position matrix (R = |U | * |D|) which is further broken down in two
matrices (P = |U|*|K| and Q = |D| * |k|) to discover K latent features associated with users and
positions.
𝑅 ≈ 𝑃 × 𝑄𝑇

(5)

We tried different latent factor sizes for K, and the best result was found when K was 5. Our matrix
factorization model was also optimized for the sum squared error.
4) Probabilistic Matrix Factorization
We implemented Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) as described in [19]. PMF is a Matrix
Factorization based model that uses a probabilistic linear model and considers Gaussian
observation noise. Like with the neural network and matrix factorization, PMF assumes users and
positions have latent vectors of size k. However, unlike matrix factorization, the latent matrices
are drawn from a normal distribution, determined by the means and variances of each row in the
original matrix. So, when they are multiplied together, the resulting matrix is also normally
distributed. The resulting matrix is derived in (5).
𝑅 ≈ 𝑁(𝑃 × 𝑄 𝑇 , 𝜎 2 )

(6)

Here P is the latent matrix for the user features, Q is the latent feature matrix for the positions, σ
is the variance in the original training matrix. N is a function that samples from a Gaussian
distribution defined by the product of P and QT with variance σ2.
5) Spearman Rank Correlation Similarity based Collaborative Filtering (SRCSCF)
In this CF model, we used the original viewpoint vector (Ux and Uy) and sorted the opinion
agreement values in different positions. Then, we used the indexes in the sorted viewpoint vector
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as ranks of user's opinion values. Then with the ranks, we measured the similarity between user x
and user y using the following equation:
𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 ) = 1 −

2
6 ∑𝑛
ℎ=0 𝑑ℎ

𝑛(𝑛2 −1)

(7)

Here, dh is rank difference for an opinion at a position h between user x and user y. n is the number
of positions at which both user x and user y participated or has valid opinion values.
6) Jaccard Similarity based Collaborative Filtering (JSCF)
This model measures the similarity between two users based on the number of items they rated
with similar value. In our case, we rounded the opinion agreement values from the original
viewpoint vector Ux and Uy up to two decimal points and checked whether the opinion values are
similar or not. Then we measured the similarity between user x and user y using the following
equation:
Sim(ux, uy) = 𝐽(𝑈𝑥′ , 𝑈𝑦′ ) =

|𝑈𝑥′ ∩𝑈𝑦′ |
|𝑈𝑥′ ∪𝑈𝑦′ |

(8)

7) Normalized Mean Squared Difference Similarity based Collaborative Filtering
(NMSDSCF)
This model measures the Mean squared difference between the two original viewpoint vector Ux
and Uy and then normalizes it with the maximum mean squared difference. Then it measures the
similarity between two users using the following equation:
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 )

𝑁𝑀𝑆𝐷

= 1 − 𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑈𝑥 , 𝑈𝑦 ) (9)
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8) Jaccard and Mean Squared Difference Similarity based Collaborative Filtering
(JNMSDSCF)
This method uses the jaccard similarity and mean squared difference similarity and integrates them
to measure the similarity between user x and user y using the following equation:
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 )

𝐽𝑀𝑆𝐷

= 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 )

𝐽𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑

∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑦 )

𝑁𝑀𝑆𝐷

(10)

9) Pearson Correlation Similarity based Collaborative Filtering (PCSCF)
This model uses the Pearson correlation coefficient value calculated from the original viewpoint
vector (Ux and Uy) to measure the similarity between user x and user y.
10) Constrained Pearson Correlation Similarity based Collaborative Filtering (CPCSCF)
This model is a modification of Pearson Correlation based Collaborative Filtering. It uses the
midpoint of feature value instead of mean rating to measure the correlation and use it as the
similarity between user x and user y.
5.5.3 Experimental Results
1) Predicting Opinion in a Single Position with Different Level of Sparsity
In this experiment, we analyzed the accuracy of our CSCCF and other baseline models in terms of
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) when they predict user opinion in a single position. MAE value is
calculated from the actual and predicted user opinion value at a particular position. We conducted
this experiment in two variations of the dataset to evaluate accuracy in different level of sparsity.
One variation of the dataset is the complete user-opinion dataset, where all users have opinion
values in all the positions, and there are no missing values. Another variation is the entire useropinion dataset, which is collected from the empirical study; this dataset contains missing values.
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We performed a cross-validation test with five fold and two repetitions for each of the models and
averaged the MAE values from the iterations. In each iteration, we divided the dataset as 80 percent
training and 20 percent testing. Using this test environment, we evaluated the accuracy for each
position and averaged the MAE values. This MAE value across all positions is reported in the
experimental results. The following two sections contain the result from this experiment.
c) Accuracy on entire dataset
Figure 5.1 contains the accuracy values of different models in terms of MAE. From the results, we
can see that CSCCF outperformed every other model in every position. The average MAE value
over all the positions of CSCCF model is 0.133, whereas the MAE value from the second bestperforming model PMF is 0.350. The MAE value from all other models lie in between 0.351 to
0.42. The MAE value for all other models was in between a narrow range. In contrast, the CSCCF
model shows visible improvement filtering out uncorrelated opinion values and weighting related
opinion values as per their importance to predict the test position. As an example, when we
measured the MAE value for position 14, all comparison models hovered in between 0.31 to 0.39,
but the CSCCF model achieved the MAE value of 0.09. From this experimental result, we can see
that the CSCCF model outperformed all baseline comparison models, which show the importance
of weighting the opinion values by their correlation values with the test position in the similarity
calculation.
d) Accuracy on the dataset with no missing values
In this experiment, we compared the accuracy of CSCCF and other baseline models on the
complete user-opinion dataset, where every user had opinion value in every position. Figure 5.2
contains a summary of this experiment. Compared to the MAE value on the entire dataset, the
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MAE value of the CSCCF model decreased to 0.093 on this complete dataset. However, the MAE
value of the second best performing model, which is PMF in this experiment got increased to
0.365. With few exceptions, the MAE of the comparison models tended to decrease in this
complete dataset, especially for the CF-based models. So, less sparse data in the user feature vector
is helping to find similar users more effectively. The MAE value of Matrix Factorization,
Probabilistic Matrix Factorization, and Neural Net models increased than on the MAE value on
the entire dataset. We think these models are suffering to figure out the latent relationship between
users to their opinions because of the smaller data size in this dataset. Which is why the MAE
value got increased compared to their MAE values on the entire dataset. The experimental result
shows that the CSCCF model outperformed other models not only in the sparse dataset, it also
outperformed these models in a complete dataset with no missing values.
e) Experimental Result Analysis:
The improvement over CF-based models, especially the Cosine Similarity based CF (CSCF),
shows the usability of position correlations in similarity calculation. In CSCF, each position
agreement value in the viewpoint vector has a similar priority when we measured the similarity
between two users. Whereas in our CSCCF model, each opinion value is weighted according to

Figure 5. 1 Mean Absolute Error of different
Models with no missing values

Figure 5. 2 Mean Absolute Error of
different Models on entire dataset
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the correlation with the target position. Our model CSCCF also outperformed Neural Net, Matrix
Factorization, and Probabilistic Matrix Factorization models. We think the main reason for this
improvement is the limited data size. Our dataset contained lots of missing values as most of the
users did not participate in all the position discussions. There is not a lot of values to learn about
users and discover their pattern. So, the latent features and relationships learned by these models
are most likely to be underdeveloped with little meaningful information resulting in lower
accuracy.
Over model handles the data sparsity issue by utilizing the global correlation values calculated
from training data and using them for each user with their limited available information. As there
was not much data to learn about the individual user, our model made the best use of data by
integrating the global correlation with users’ personalized data points.
2) Predicting Opinion in multiple positions across Issues
In this experiment, we evaluated the accuracy of the CSCCF model when it predicts user opinion
values at two to six positions simultaneously. With a five fold, two repetitions and 80:20 ratio for
training and test data, We used all possible combinations while testing at each number of positions.
As an example, when we predict two positions simultaneously, we experimented with all possible
120 two position indices combination, such as (0, 1), (0, 2) …. (14, 15) as testing positions and
averaged the MAE values. We used this similar process to predict user opinion at 3 to 6 positions
simultaneously. Figure 5.3 shows the result of this experiment on the complete dataset with no
missing values. The MAE value increases with more positions being predicted at the same time.
The average MAE value is relatively low up to 3 positions being predicted simultaneously; after
three positions the MAE value increases at a faster rate. As our model uses the opinion values from
the correlated positions to predict the opinion value at a position. If the positions being predicted
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are correlated with each other, it will increase the MAE value of our model than when they are
being predicted alone. Our model would not be able to use the opinion values from correlated
positions to predict the test position as those positions are also being predicted simultaneously.
This low data usage is affecting the MAE value of our model. As an example, if we predict position
1 and position 5 simultaneously, if position 1 and position 5 are correlated then the MAE value
would be higher because when we predict position 1, our model won't be able to use the opinion
value from position 5 and vice versa.
3) Predicting Opinion with Different Training Data Size
In our model, we calculate the correlation value between positions from the training data; the
number of samples in the training data should have some impact on the overall accuracy of the
CSCCF model. We evaluated the impact of varying training data sizes on the overall accuracy of
the CSCCF model in this experiment. We divided the training and testing data in different ratios
such as (80:20), (70:30), etc. and measured the MAE values at different training and testing data
ratios. Figure 5.4 shows the MAE value of our model on the dataset with no missing values at
different training data percentages. The smaller the training size, the larger the MAE value gets as
some of the most similar users might be missing from training data. This rate increases after we

Train Data Percentage vs Mean Absolute Error

Number of positions predicted vs Mean
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Figure 5. 3 Train Data Percentage vs Mean
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Figure 5. 4 Number of positions prediction
vs Mean Absolute Error
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in the training set. This test shows that even smaller sizes of training data do not affect the model
drastically as a whole; it might affect individual positions.
4) Predicting Opinion by the Baseline Comparison Models on the Filtered dataset by
Different Correlation Degree with different level of Sparsity
Our CSCCF model weighs the opinion values according to their correlation values with the test
position in the similarity measurement between users. This step filters out uncorrelated opinion
values and is the major contributing factor for the high accuracy achieved by the CSCCF model.
In this experiment, we evaluated the impact of filtering the dataset by different correlation degree
on the overall accuracy of the baseline models and whether filtering enables these baseline models
to outperform CSCCF model.
To test this approach, we calculated the correlation values between the positions of different issues
from the training data. Then we used the correlation values to filter out positions in the similarity
calculation of collaborative filtering models. On a particular threshold correlation value, positions
with greater or equal threshold correlation values were only used when calculating the similarity
between users. For matrix factorization and probabilistic matrix factorization, agreement values in
positions with lower correlation values with the test position were removed from the user-item
matrix. This step will ensure that these values will not be used by these methods to predict the test
position. The neural net model we implemented uses latent feature variables to learn about
individual users and positions. In training time, for each (user, agreement value at a position) pair,
it updates the associated latent user vector and latent position vector. At the end of the training, we
have the final latent user vectors for each user and latent position vectors for each position. In
testing time, for a (user, position) value pair, the associated user latent vector and position latent
vectors are loaded to predict opinion. The idea of incorporating correlated data points in training
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time is not valid here, as for a (user, position) pair (x, y), the x's latent vector and y's latent vector
are used to update them. This step does not use all data points to enable us to incorporate y's
correlated values only. For this reason, we did not include the neural net model in this experiment.
a) Accuracy on the entire dataset
We filtered the entire user-opinion dataset by different correlation values and measured the MAE
values in this experiment. Figure 5.5 contains a summary of this experiment. For all CF models,
the lowest MAE value was achieved by filtering the dataset with a threshold correlation value of
0.1; the MAE value at this point is significantly smaller than when the unfiltered dataset was passed
to the CF-based models. After the 0.1 threshold correlation point, increasing correlation values
resulted higher MAE values. The original dataset contains lots of noisy and irrelevant values. By
filtering the dataset at the correlation value of 0.1, noisy values got removed from the dataset,
which triggered the lowest MAE value for the collaborative filtering models. But further removing
more data points by threshold correlation values is making the data size too small for collaborative
filtering models to find users with reasonable similarity to derive or predict agreement value with
high accuracy. For MF and PMF, the lowest MAE value was achieved by feeding the entire
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Figure 5. 5 MAE on entire dataset with different threshold correlation values
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unfiltered dataset to the models. With each filter applied by threshold correlation value, the dataset
got too small and probably lost meaningful information to figure out the latent features and
relationships between users and items. This is why the MAE value was best when data was
unfiltered than the filtered ones at different correlation values. None of these baseline models
achieved high accuracy as the CSCCF model at all the threshold correlation degree. This
experiment shows that even with filtering the dataset did not enable these baseline models to
outperform CSCCF’s accuracy on the entire dataset.
b) Accuracy on the Complete dataset with no Missing Values
In this experiment, we filtered the complete dataset with no missing value and feed them into
different baseline models. Figure 5.6 contains a summary of this experiment. Matrix factorization
and Probabilistic Matrix Factorization followed a similar pattern of the MAE values at different
threshold correlation values. For both MF and PMF, the best MAE value was achieved by feeding
the unfiltered dataset to the models. This complete dataset is already small in size; further filtering
is making this dataset smaller in size. The smaller data size is affecting the learning process in MF
and PMF, resulting in a lower accuracy in the filtered dataset than the unfiltered one. For all CF
Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
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models except JSCCF, the best MAE value was achieved at the threshold correlation value of 0.1;
after that, the MAE value increased gradually with increasing correlation values. None of the
models did not outperform CSCCF’s accuracy on the complete dataset in this experiment.
5) Predicting Opinion by the Baseline Models on the Preprocessed dataset with Different
Level of Sparsity
In our CSCCF model, we multiplied the opinion values by their correlation values with the test
position in the similarity measurement to prioritize data points according to their relevance with
the test position. In this experiment, we analyzed the impact of feeding the weighed datapoints by
correlation values to different baseline models and whether this step enables any of these models
to outperform the CSCCF model. To analyze this scenario, we calculated the correlation values
between different positions from the training data. Then for a particular test position, we multiplied
the correlation values with the original agreement values in the training data. Then we measured
the average MAE value on the modified dataset using the 80:20 training testing data ratio and five
fold, two repetition cross-validation setup.

Figure 5. 7 MAE on prediction models on
modified entire dataset

Figure 5. 8 MAE on prediction models on
modified dataset with no missing values
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Figure 5.7 and 5.8 contains the summary of this experimental result on the entire dataset and on
the complete dataset respectively. On the entire dataset, MF and PMF achieved the lowest MAE
value compared to other collaborative filtering models. However, on the complete dataset, MF and
PMF achieved the worst MAE value out of all prediction models and NMSDCF achieved the
lowest MAE value. The correlation-based CF models use correlation values as the similarity
between users or items. The relationship cannot be extracted by further calculating correlation
values on the modified by correlation data. This is the reason for the worse performance of these
correlation-based CF models. On the complete dataset, even though the values were multiplied by
the correlation values, the smaller size of the dataset is the reason we think MF and PMF did not
achieve as low MAE value as on entire dataset. This also strengthens the fact that MF and PMF
models needs more data to extract latent relationships between users to items to predict with high
accuracy. None of these models outperformed CSCCF even with the modified dataset, which
signifies the importance of weighing the data in similarity calculation as performed by the CSCCF
model.
6) Determining Threshold Correlation Values for Reasonable Accuracy by CSCCF Model
Our CSCCF model relies on the correlation values on the dataset to predict opinion with reasonable
accuracy. In this experiment, we tried to determine the threshold correlation value that needs to be
present in the dataset for the CSCCF model to achieve high accuracy. At first, we measured the
MAE value by the CSCCF model both on the entire dataset (with all 0’s) and on the complete
dataset (without any 0’s). Then, we filtered both datasets by different correlation values and
measured the corresponding MAE values to determine the threshold correlation value. Figure 5.9
summarizes the result of this experiment. From the results, we can see that the CSCCF model
achieved the highest accuracy when both datasets were filtered by a correlation degree of 0.15.
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Figure 5. 9 MAE by CSCCF Model on Two Datasets at Different Threshold Correlation Values
Although, filtering by the higher correlation value should yield to lower MAE value, but it also
lowers the percentage of data being used in the prediction model. This is the reason filtering by
higher correlation is resulting in higher MAE values. A balance between filtering by a correlation
degree and the percentage of data being used by the model needs to be considered. In our case, we
utilized 80 percent or above of available data when we achieved the lowest MAE values, and
threshold correlation values were between 0.1 to 0.2. These threshold correlation values might not
remain valid in another dataset. This experiment needs to be performed to determine the optimal
threshold value for the filtering process before utilizing the threshold correlation value in the
CSCCF model. If we can determine the threshold correlation value CT, then the similarity
calculation in our opinion prediction model will be updated in the following way:
Similarity(x,y) = Cosine Sim (Ux^, Uy^)
2
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5.6 Opinion Prediction Model Application
CSCCF opinion prediction model can be used to analyze different social phenomena in our ICAS
system. In this section, we analyzed Group Representation phenomena to showcase how the
opinion prediction model can be used in our system.
5.6.1 Group Representation in the Discussion:
In our system, users contribute to the discussion by posting numerous arguments. The arguments
generally contain the opinions, rationale, ideas, etc. favoring the participating user's opinion or
perspective on the issue. On a collective level, the entire discussion content represents the
viewpoint, opinions, rationale, etc. of the participating users. However, typically users with
different perspectives do not participate in the discussion proportionally. If a particular opinionated
group participates in the discussion mostly, then they will contribute to most of the discussion
content. The overall tone of the arguments in the discussion might favor their opinion values. And
if a particular opinionated user group does not participate in the discussion, the discussion would
not represent their viewpoint at all. When a new user reads the discussion, he/she might get the
idea that the majority of the people have this one particular kind of opinion on this issue as the
majority of the arguments favors this viewpoint. However, this may not be the real scenario. Users
with different perspectives other than the participated ones did not have significant enough
participation in the discussion to be noticed or give people ideas about their opinions, ideas,
viewpoint, etc. on the issue. This may create some bias to the reader's mind as the discussion
content is not proportionally representative of different opinionated user groups. We can measure
how much a particular opinionated group is represented in the discussion so that we can inform
the readers how representative a discussion is. We will measure this phenomenon using the "Group
Representation" metric.
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To measure this group representation metric, we need to group users based on their opinion on an
issue. Then for each group, we need to measure the percentage of the total users this group covers.
We will also measure the portion of the discussion content each group contributed to the
discussion. Using the user and argument coverage, we will measure the group representation value
for each opinionated group in the discussion.
We defined the following term “User Coverage” to measure the portion of the whole user-space a
particular group covers.
𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝

(11)

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠

We defined another term “Argument Coverage” to measure the portion of arguments in the
discussion a particular group contributed to convey their idea, beliefs in the discussion.
𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝑎 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

(12)

For a user group, if user coverage and argument coverage are equal, then this group is ideally
represented in the discussion. If argument coverage is higher than user coverage, then this group
is over-represented, if lower then under-represented in the discussion. We defined the group
representation for a group using the following equation:
𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒

(13)

𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒

From the above discussion, we can see that in order to analyze this "Group Representation”
phenomena, we need to cluster or group users based on their opinion on an issue. However, users
did not participate in all the positions of an issue in our argumentation platforms. So, the resulting
dataset contains lots of missing information. Clustering algorithms struggle to analyze the dataset
with missing values. Typically they discard the users with missing values which limits the user
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analysis scope. Clustering algorithms impute the missing values with global values such as
observed mean, median or the most frequent values. However, imputation with such global values
often introduces several problems and the resulting groups often have very little meaningful
information. We can also impute the missing values with our CSCCF opinion prediction model.
In the following section we will cluster the users imputing the missing value with global values
and with the predicted values from CSCCF, then we will analyze which process gives more
meaning user groups. With the resulted user groups, we will examine "Group Representation”
phenomena in the discussion.
5.6.2 Clustering users with Traditional Imputation Approach
We imputed the missing opinion values of users at different positions using the mean agreement
value from all users in that position. Then, we applied the K-Means clustering algorithm to group
users based on their opinion on this issue with a different number of clusters and evaluated the
clustering quality with the Silhouette score.
Table 5.1 contains the clustering result in Guns on Campus issue. In this issue, we have position 0
(G1), position 1 (G2), position 2 (G3), and position 3 (G4), and the best clusters we got, when the
number of clusters was defined at 5. The mean agreement value for G1, G2, G3, and G4 positions
of gun issue are 0.20, 0.11, 0.12, -0.43, respectively. In general groups merged users with missing
values and users with near missing values together and put them in one group. Group 0 is made of
users with missing values and users with near missing values at G2 position. Users of Group 4 has
either missing values or near missing values at G4 position. Group 1 is the largest group out of 5
groups; its users have missing values at G2, G3, and G4 positions, or their agreement values are
near the missing values. On other issues, we also observe the same phenomena of grouping users
with near and missing together.
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Table 5. 1 Group Characteristics for Gun Issue using Column Mean as Missing Value
Group No

Group Size

G1 : Value

G2: Value

G3 : Value

G4 : Value

0

39

-0.42

0.11

0.37

0.52

1

119

0.27

0.11

0.12

-0.43

2

51

0.70

-0.55

-0.4

-0.75

3

39

0.86

0.24

-0.6

-0.8

4

60

-0.50

0.36

0.56

-0.43

We also tried imputing the missing values with median agreement value and the most frequent
agreement value in a position. The result pattern is the same as imputing the missing values with
mean agreement value. Clustering algorithms treat the users with missing values and users with
near missing values in a similar way and put these users into one single group. If these users did
not have missing values, they might not be in the same group. So, the output groups generated
from the clustering algorithms are not reliable and contain miss grouping of many users.
5.6.3 Clustering users with Predicted Values from CSCCF
We imputed the missing values using our the CSCCF for each missing opinion values in the
dataset. On the complete dataset, we then applied the K-Means clustering algorithms to group
users based on their opinion within an issue. This clustering results we got this time are much
improved and better than the three missing value imputation methods discussed in the earlier
section. This time the clustering algorithm did not put the users with missing values at a position
together into one group. Also, the output groups have definite characteristics than the previously
generated opinionated user groups. The following table 5.2 contains the group results generated
from the clustering algorithm with each group number, their size, overall group opinion (average
agreement value) at four positions (Positions 0 (G1), Position 1 (G2), Position 2 (G3), and Position
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4 (G4)). In the last row, it also shows the overall user opinion (average agreement values at four
positions) of all users in the system.
Table 5. 2 Statistics of Different User Groups for Gun Issue
Group No

Group Size

G1 : Value

G2: Value

G3 : Value

G4 : Value

1

61

0.75

0.33

-0.2

-0.7

2

43

-0.53

0.29

0.38

0.40

3

71

-0.30

0.35

0.54

-0.44

4

47

0.75

-0.55

-0.6

-0.8

5

86

0.47

0.05

0.37

-0.55

overall

308

0.37

0.18

0.23

-0.55

Both Group no 1 and Group no 4 strongly supports that college campuses should not allow students
to carry firearms under any circumstances. But Group no 1 does not hold this belief for special
cases of allowing to carry concealed firearms by those who receive special permission. In contrast,
Group no 4 does not favor for these special cases. However, both Group no 1 and Group no 4
disagree that a concealed carry permit or additional training would validate students to carry guns
on campus. Group 3 is more approving for students carrying guns but with restrictions like special
permission, additional training, or test than banning guns on campus totally or giving students full
freedom to carry guns on campus. Group 2 has a similar opinion to group 3, but they support giving
students’ freedom to carry guns on campus. Group 5 is the largest of these five groups in user
numbers; supports mostly that carry permit is not enough; some restrictions should be applied to
allow students to carry firearms on campus.
From the above discussion, we have showed that how the prediction model helped us to identify
user groups with definitive characteristics compared to the results from the previous missing value
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imputation results. With these defined user groups, we analyzed user group representation in the
various issue discussions.
5.6.4 Group Representation Experimental Results
Table no 5.3 contains the group representation results for five different groups in position 2
discussion. Group no 0, 4 is under-represented, but Group no 1, 2, and 3 are over-represented in
the position 2 discussion. Group nos 4 is the largest group in user size but did not have the highest
number of arguments in the discussion. Even though Group 2 was not the largest group user sizewise, according to the number of arguments, they are the largest group represented in the
discussion. So, they are over-represented in the discussion.
Table 5. 3 Group Representation of Different User Groups for Gun Issue at position 2
Group Group Group
No
Size
Percentage
0
1

61
43

Number
of
Argument
Arguments Percentage

0.198051948 97
0.13961039

85

Group
Representation Representation

0.167241379 0.844431882

Underrepresented

0.146551724 1.049719326

Overrepresented

2

71

0.230519481 153

0.263793103 1.144341914

Overrepresented

3

47

0.152597403 106

0.182758621 1.197652238

Overrepresented

4

86

0.279220779 139

0.239655172 0.85829992

Underrepresented

From figure 5.10, we can see whether a group is over or under represented in the discussion at all
four positions on gun issue. Group no 0 is under-represented in all four positions. Group no 1 is
over-represented in all positions except position 1. Group no 2 is under-presented in position 0 and
position 3, but over-represented in position 1 and position 2. Group no 3 is over-represented in all
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Figure 5. 10 Group Representation of different groups at different positions of Gun Issue
positions except position 3. Group no 4 is under-represented in all positions except position 1.
From the results we can see that, Group no 1 is the most over-represented group in all the
discussions. And Group no 0 is the most under-represented group in all the discussions.
5.7 Discussion
Our model CSCCF outperformed other comparison models in predicting opinion across issues.
We think the main reason is because of people's similarity in terms of their values, as described by
Schwartz theory of basic human values [20]. Political leanings on social issues such as
conservative, liberal, moderate conservative, moderate liberal, etc. and also their stance on religion
are few of the issues inferred from their values. In our system, different positions across issues are
designed to capture certain opinionated perspectives or political leanings. Although these positions
are in different issues, they are correlated in terms of their political leanings and perspectives.
Generally, people gravitate towards a particular opinionated perspective on the issue based on their
political leanings or their political party association such as democratic, republican, etc. Their
perspectives across issues are generally consistent, and our model CSCCF captures this
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information using the correlation between different positions across different issues to predict user
opinion in a non-participated position of related issue.
The CSCCF has the limitation of data items being correlated with each other in some way. If there
is a strong correlation between data items, then CSCCF would produce good accuracy. But if the
data items are not correlated at all, CSCCF will filter out all data items and will not be able to
make predictions. Determining the threshold correlation value, as described in the experiment
section, would be a good idea before using the model to enforce validity and high accuracy. We
think the CSCCF model can be a good fit for the scenario where there is a scarcity of available
data to learn about the individual user, and the data items are globally correlated in some way.
When the overall user data space is sparse, using a global correlation might help the prediction
models to handle the data sparsity problem.
CSCCF Opinion prediction model can help us to achieve user groups with defined characteristics.
Once we have defined user groups, we can use these user groups for different group related
analytical models, group behavior, activity, and interaction within the group and with other groups
in our argumentation platform. Analysis of these events will enable us to effectively analyze these
phenomena and use the findings and teachings from these analyses into different models developed
in our argumentation platform.
5.8 Related Work
5.8.1 Opinion Analysis on Argumentation Platform
Various research works focused on mining and analyzing user opinion from underlying discussion
data in the cyber argumentation system. These works mostly focused on analyzing the impact of
interaction with different opinionated people and how it affects their overall opinion, such as
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Opinion space [7] and Considerit [21]. Some platforms such as Citizen report card [22], Open
Town Hall [23], and California report card [24] focused on surveying collective user opinion on
vital issues from a public service perspective. In these systems, users don’t have a lot of ways of
interacting with others, so there is less opportunity to exchange views and ideas effectively [25].
So, we used our interactive ICAS platform to analyze and predict user opinion. In addition, these
platforms analyzed collective user opinion from actual user participation data only, none of these
platforms predicted user opinion in the non-participated issues.
5.8.2 Opinion Prediction on Social Media
Social media data is often used to predict collective user attitudes or opinions. Researchers have
crawled political discussion data to identify the users’ political stance [26] or to predict a particular
political outcome [27]. Researchers have also used social media data to predict user reactions on
different social events, such as the 2015 Paris Terror Attack [28]. Many researchers used social
media data to predict users’ opinions on important issues/people using different algorithms (see
[29] [8] [30] for examples). These works mostly looked at predicting an individual or group’s
opinion on a single issue using the related textual content on that issue only. One of the significant
differences is that these works did not use user opinion in one or multiple issues to predict user
opinion in another issue like our opinion prediction method presented in this paper.
In contrast to argumentation platform data, social media data are vast, noisy, unstructured, and
dynamic in nature [31]. Often people use Natural Language Processing (NLP) on it to identify user
opinion. However, ambiguity, implicit opinion expression, and domain-specific ideas makes NLP
based approaches ineffective in many cases [32]. Our system allows users to explicitly state their
agreement values, which enables us to mine user opinion from numerical agreement values
avoiding the opinion extraction using NLP.
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5.8.3 Multi-Issue Opinion Prediction
To our knowledge, little work has been done in opinion prediction across multiple issues.
Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) approach is used to fill out a user-opinion matrix on
different issues or topics [10]. However, this was an intermediate step of predicting the polarity of
interaction between users, and the authors did not evaluate the accuracy of the prediction step. [9]
used collaborative filtering to predict the user’s opinion on important political topics, then the users
were clustered into political parties. In a follow-up paper [33] they used topic distribution from
user arguments, user interaction, and profile data to infer a user’s stance on an issue. The model
was based on the idea that users with similar topic distribution in their arguments will have a
similar position on an issue. In their system, each issue only had two positions, and users can only
agree or disagree with it. Whereas in our system, each issue can have multiple positions
representing different viewpoints or solutions on the issue, and the user can agree or disagree with
a position with a level of agreement with it. Their process includes topic modeling as a step;
however, topic modeling is computationally expensive and requires predefined parameter tuning
like the number of topics. Also, each time user adds a new argument, the topic distribution needs
to be generated again. Our model does not require a computationally expensive operation to infer
the user’s updated agreement value.
5.8.4 Variations of Collaborative Filtering
A memory-based collaborative filtering algorithm calculates the similarity between users/ items
from the whole or subset of the dataset and generates prediction from top similar neighbors.
Similarity measurement between users/ items and predicting ratings from top similar ones are the
two main ways these algorithms differ with each other. One of the significant differences between
these collaborative filtering algorithms is how they calculate the similarity between users or items.
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One popular approach measures the correlation value between two users or items from their
associated historical data and use it as the similarity value between users or items [34]. The more
correlated these values are, the more similar they are in these collaborative filtering based methods.
Pearson Correlation, Spearman rank correlation, Kendall’s tau correlation, Constrained Pearson
Correlation are some of the examples of this approach. Another popular approach uses the user or
item vector and measures the cosine similarity among them [34]. Researchers applied different
modifications with these basic approaches. Some examples are the use of rank, mean, median etc.
values instead of rating values [35], [36], emphasizing high weights and punishing low weights
[37], the number of common rated items by users [38], whether the rated items are universally
liked [39] etc. in the similarity calculation. Model-based collaborative filtering methods implement
different clustering methods in CF [40], dimensionality reduction such as SVD, PCA based CF
[41], [42], Bayesian belief net based CF [43] in the collaborative filtering mechanism. Hybrid
collaborative filtering methods combine memory-based, model-based, or content boosted CF
algorithms [44] together to improve the performance. According to our knowledge, no similarity
method uses globally calculated correlation values of items as weight in cosine similarity
measurement, like our method presented in this paper.
However, the correlation value has been used in collaborative filtering approaches, but mostly in
between different data domains, and not within a single data domain. Some of the examples of
these approaches are Collective Link Prediction, Multi-domain Collaborative Filtering [35]. These
methods use different learning-based methods to exploit domain correlation. Correlation values
are also used when an entity or user participates in multiple relations with different data items in
the collective or relational matrix factorization method [46]. Cross-domain CF models also use
this matrix factorization approach via a coordinate system transfer method [45]. Although these
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methods use correlation, but they are computationally expensive and generally used for data items
that vary in multiple domains, or user-data items correspond to numerous relations. And in our
case, user-data items correspond to a single relationship and correlation is used within one data
domain, and overall our method is computationally inexpensive compared to these models.
5.8.5 Clustering with Missing Values
Clustering algorithms generally struggle to analyze and find groups in a dataset with missing
values. Typically, clustering algorithms handle missing values as a preprocessing step, either by
ignoring data with missing values or filling missing values with imputed values. Missing values
imputation is a common and challenging issue in data mining field. Popular approaches fill the
missing values manually or replace them with global constant or mean of the object [47]. Observed
mean, median values for the features are used to fill the missing values in the dataset [48]. Another
approach is to model the distribution of the data and fill the missing values using the data
distribution [48]. Missing values are also imputed from the closest matching patterns or other
information of the pattern [49]. Regression-based imputation uses the predicted values from a
regression analysis [49]. The similarity of users or items in the data is also used to predict the
missing values [50]. Different Neural net, probabilistic models, collaborative filtering, and matrix
factorization based approaches have also been used to impute the missing values. Marginalization
approach ignores the data with missing values, but that limits the analysis scope [47].
5.9 Conclusion
In this research work, we developed a multi-issue opinion prediction method for large scale cyber
argumentation platform. Our method predicts how much a user would agree/ disagree with a
particular position on an issue using similar user and opinion correlations between different
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positions on related issues. To our best knowledge, this is the first attempt to estimate partial user
agreement in a cyber-argumentation platform. With different experiment analysis, we evaluated
the accuracy of our model and compared with other baseline predictions methods. Our model
achieved high accuracy and outperformed other baseline models with a Mean Absolute
Error(MAE) value of 0.133. In this work, we also evaluated different scenarios that can impact the
model's prediction accuracy, such as the number of positions being predicted, degree of
correlation, performance on smaller training data, etc. As our model exploits correlation values,
we evaluated the performance of comparison models on the preprocessed and filtered dataset by
different correlation degrees to demonstrate that the CSCCF model uses the opinion correlation in
a better way than other comparison models. In this work, we also analyzed group-representation
phenomena to demonstrate how our CSCCF opinion prediction model can be used in our system.
Our method exploits the correlation values of different issues being discussed on the platform to
achieve high accuracy, so if the issues are not correlated at all, our model will not work. How
related different issues are in the discussion need to be considered before using the CSCCF model.
In a cyber-argumentation environment, our model can be used to estimate user's opinions with
high accuracy on related issues on which they did not express their opinion explicitly. The
predicted opinion values can also help to assess different collective intelligence more effectively,
especially when the user participation is incomplete in a multi-issue cyber argumentation platform.
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Chapter 6: Opinionated Group Detection and Demographics Analysis under Different
Issues in Cyber-Argumentation Platform

6.1 Abstract
In the Cyber-Argumentation platform, participants discuss different important issues in the
discussion. Groups can be implicit in the cyber-argumentation environment, and individuals from
different groups can interact un-coordinately. In this chapter, I discussed the group's identification
process from the discussion. Political leanings and social profile information are also described in
this chapter. These groups were used in different research works, which are described in chapters
7 and 8.
6.2 Group Detection in Discussion
We grouped users based on their opinion on an issue using a clustering algorithm. However, users
did not participate in all the positions of an issue, so the dataset contains lots of missing values.
Clustering with missing values introduces error and bias in the clustered groups and any analytical
results based on the derived groups [1]. This is why we used Cosine Similarity with position
Correlation Collaborative Filter (CSCCF) opinion prediction model [2] to predict the missing
opinion values. CSCCF [2] is a collaborative filtering based model which predicts user's opinion
in an issue using similar users' opinion on related issues. With the CSCCF model, we generated a
complete user-opinion dataset. Then for each issue, we applied the K-Means clustering algorithm
to group users based on their opinion on the issue. We tested with a different number of clusters
and selected the best one based on the Silhouette score value of clusters.
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6.3 Group Information
Table 6. 1Group Analytics on the issue of “Guns on Campus”

Group
No

Number
of
Members

0

61

1

43

2

55

3

47

4

86

Group
Category
Overall
Liberal Group
Most
Conservative
Group
Overall
Conservative
Group
Most Liberal
Group
Overall in the
Middle

Percentage
of
total
Male
Population

Percentage
of
total
Female
population

Percentage
of
total
White
population

Percentage
of
total
non-white
population

14.93%

20.40%

18.11%

18.57%

20.15%

7.96%

14.72%

5.71%

27.61%

16.92%

21.13%

21.43%

8.96%

17.41%

11.70%

22.86%

20.15%

29.35%

26.42%

22.86%

Total
100%
100%
100%
100%
We labeled the political leanings of the group based on their opinions in different positions in the
issue. All the positions were previously designed to capture different perspectives of political
beliefs such as conservative, lean conservative, lean liberal, liberal, etc. on the issue. We ranked
the groups manually based on their support and opposition level to the conservative or liberal
positions and attached a tag as their political leaning. These tag values are the most conservative,
most liberal, overall liberal, overall conservative, and overall in the middle. We also analyzed the
social profile information of the group members. Out of all social profile attributes, Gender, and
Race had some significant pattern across the groups. On the Gender feature, we calculated what
percentage of total Male and Female population each group covers. On the Race feature, we
calculated the percentage of the total White/Non-White population each group covers. The
following sub-sections contain the summarized political leanings and social profile information of
different groups in the issues.
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6.3.1 Group Analytics on the issue of “Guns on Campus”
The summary of the group Analytics on the Issue of “Guns on Campus” is presented in Table 6.1.
Female users are mostly in the overall in the middle group or Liberal groups. Only a small
percentage (7.96%) female users are in the most conservative group. Most of the male populations
are in the conservative group. Only a small percentage (8.96%) of the total male populations are
in the most liberal group.
6.3.2 Group Analytics on the Issue of “Same Sex Couples and Adoption”
The summary of the group Analytics on the Issue of “Same Sex Couples and Adoption” is
presented in Table 6.2. Most of the populations are in the liberal groups. Only 7.96% of female,
and 15.67% of male populations are in conservative groups. Only 10.19% of white, and 14.29%
of non-white populations are in conservative groups.
Table 6. 2 Group Analytics on the Issue of “Same Sex Couples and Adoption”

Group No

Group
Total

0

37

1

95

2
3
Total

110
66

Percentage
Group
of
total
Category
Male
Population
Conservative 15.67%
Most Liberal
25.37%
One
Liberal
29.10%
Liberal
21.64%
100%

Percentage
of
total
Female
population
7.96%

Percentage
of
total
White
population
10.19%

Percentage
of
total
non-white
population
14.29%

30.35%

26.79%

34.29%

35.32%
18.41%
100%

34.72%
20.38%
100%

25.71%
17.14%
100%

6.3.3 Group Analytics on the Issue of “Government and Healthcare”
The summary of the group Analytics on the Issue of “Government and Healthcare” is presented in
Table 6.3. Most of the populations are on conservative groups. Only 8.21% of male, 8.96% of
female population are in liberal groups. Only 6.04% of white, and 18.57% of non-white population
are in liberal groups.
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Table 6. 3 Group Analytics on the Issue of “Government and Healthcare”

Group No

Group
Total

0
1

117
50

2

42

3

70

4
Total

29

Percentage
of
total
Male
Population
Conservative 35.07%
Conservative 17.16%
Most
Conservative 13.43%
Overall
in
the Middle
17.91%
Liberal
8.21%
100%
Group
Category

Percentage
of
total
Female
population
34.83%
13.43%

Percentage
of
total
White
population
33.96%
15.85%

Percentage
of
total
non-white
population
38.57%
11.43%

11.94%

13.96%

7.14%

22.89%
8.96%
100%

22.26%
6.04%
100%

15.71%
18.57%
100%

6.3.4 Group Analytics on the Issue of “Religion and Medicine”
The summary of the group Analytics on the Issue of “Religion and Medicine” is presented in Table
6.4. Male, Female, White, Non-white populations are pretty spread out across conservative and
liberal groups.
Table 6. 4 Group Analytics on the Issue of “Religion and Medicine”

Group No

Group
Total

0

52

1
2
3

51
77
38

4

41

5

49

Group
Category
Overall
in
the Middle
Liberal
Liberal
Conservative
Most Liberal
Group
Liberal

Percentage
of
total
Male
Population

Percentage
of
total
Female
population

Percentage
of
total
White
population

Percentage
of
total
non-white
population

15.67%

15.42%

15.85%

14.29%

19.40%
20.15%
10.45%

12.44%
24.88%
11.94%

14.72%
23.40%
12.08%

17.14%
21.43%
8.57%

11.94%

12.44%

9.81%

21.43%

14.18%

14.93%

16.23%

8.57%
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Chapter 7: Analysis and Modeling of Intra-group and Inter-group Interactions for Cyber
Argumentation Platform

7.1 Abstract
In many cyber-argumentation platforms, people discuss important issues and interact with each
other while supporting or criticizing each other's opinions in the discussion. These platforms focus
more on intellectual debate and discussion and less on groups and communities among individuals.
However, groups can be implicit in the cyber-argumentation environment, and individuals from
these groups can interact with each other un-coordinately in the discussion. These actions can
impact the participating individuals' opinions, influence their behavior, and can also affect the
overall outcome of the discussion. Currently, there is no group interaction model developed for
cyber-argumentation platforms, which can help us understand the impact of these group
interactions at the individual and collective level in this kind of environment. To address these
issues, we developed models that quantify different aspects of implicit group interaction in the
cyber argumentation platform. Our first model quantifies the intra-group interactions between
members of a group, which can help us understand how supportive or critical the members of a
group are to each other. Our second model quantifies the inter-group interaction to analyze how
supportive or critical the groups are to each other in the discussions. These two models consider
the opinions of group members and the support/attack interaction pattern to other participants both
inside or outside of their groups in the discussions to quantify intra-group and inter-group
interactions in cyber argumentation.
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7.2 Intra-Group Interaction Analysis
We developed an intra-group interaction model, which can be used to quantify the group
interactions between members of a group. This model will analyze how supportive or critical the
members of a group are to each other.
7.2.1 Intra-Group Interaction Graph
To analyze the intra-group interaction, we developed an intra-group interaction graph. In this
graph, each node represents a user in the group, and each edge represents how supportive or critical
it is useri to userj. However, a user can interact with another user more than once. An average
support-attack value between two members of a group can be calculated from all support-attack
interactions between these two users. This scenario is depicted in Figure 1, where useri supported
three times userj with +0.8, +0.9, and +0.8 agreement values, respectively. So, useri supported userj
with +0.83 agreement value on average. In this way, we can calculate average support-attack
values between every user pair in a group and generate the intra-group interaction graph. A sample
intra-group user interaction graph is presented in figure 7.2. In this graph, edge values are
calculated using an average support-attack value between users.
7.2.2 In-Group Support-Attack Degree
In-Group Support-Attack Degree analyzes how supportive or critical the group members are to
each other within the group. Following are two basic approaches which can be used to quantify
the in-group support-attack degree:
a) Normalized by Group Members
This approach averages support-attack values to calculate the support-attack value between two
members of the group. Then, it calculates average support and attack values within the group using
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Figure 7. 2: Support-Attack value
calculation between members in a
group.

Figure 7. 1: Intra-group user interaction
graph

average support and attack values between two group members. The in-group support-attack
degree is calculated using the following way:
Support-Attack Degree in a Group =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒

× 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 +

× 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

Every individual in a group has a similar priority in the group support - attack degree measurement,
even if some members interact more within the group than other members.
b) Normalized by Interactions
This approach does not calculate the average support between two members of a group. Instead, it
considers the number of support and attack interactions between the group members and calculates
the support-attack degree in the following way:
Support-Attack Degree in a Group =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

× 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 +
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𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

× 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

7.2.3 Analytical Result
In-group support degree can be used to analyze members of which group are the most supportive
or critical to each other in the discussion. Figure 7.3 contains an example of an in-group support
degree calculated using two different approaches of different groups in the discussion of ‘Guns of
Campus’ issue. We can see that Group 3 is the most supportive and Group 2 least supportive to its
members in the discussion. Overall, group members are supportive of each other across all the
groups.
7.3 Inter-Group Interaction Analysis
In our cyber-argumentation platform, users from different groups interact with each other via
support/attack in discussions. The inter-group interaction model quantifies the group interaction
between different groups. This model analyzes how supportive or critical the groups are to each
other in the discussions.

Support-Attack Degree

Guns on Campus
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

1

2

3

4

Group ID

In group support degree normalized by members
In group support degree normalized by interactions

Figure 7. 3 In-Group Support-Attack Degree in the
discussion of 'Guns on Campus' issue
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7.3.1 Support-Attack Degree between Groups
This metric analyzes the support/attack pattern form the members of one group to the members of
another group and quantifies how supportive or critical is one group to another group. Following
is a fundamental approach to show how the support-attack degree between Group 0 to Group 1
can be calculated:
Support-Attack Degree (𝐺𝑟𝑝0 𝑡𝑜 𝐺𝑟𝑝 1) =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝐺𝑟𝑝1 𝑡𝑜 𝐺𝑟𝑝 2)
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠(𝐺𝑟𝑝1 𝑡𝑜 𝐺𝑟𝑝 2)
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

× 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 (𝐺𝑟𝑝0 𝑡𝑜 𝐺𝑟𝑝1) +

× 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒(𝐺𝑟𝑝0 𝑡𝑜 𝐺𝑟𝑝 1)

Figure 7.4 contains an example of how the support-attack degree between two groups can be
calculated. In this example, three users of group 0 attacked three users of group 1, and on average
group 0 attacked group 1 with 0.7 intensity.

Figure 7. 4 : Support-Attack degree
between group 0 to group 1

Figure 7. 5 : Inter-group interaction graph
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7.3.2 Inter Group Interaction Graph
We built a directional inter-group interaction graph with the Support-Attack degree between
different groups. In this graph, each group is represented by a node, and an edge represents the
support degree between two groups. Figure 7.5 contains an example inter-group interaction graph
between four different groups.
7.3.3 Inter-Group Interaction Analysis
Using the inter-group interaction graph, we can analyze group related phenomena and identify
different characteristic groups. For example, we can determine which groups are overall supportive
of other groups and which groups are critical to other groups. Figure 7.6 contains a sample of
group support levels in the discussion of the “Religion and Medicine” issue. From this analysis,
we can see that Group 2 is overall supportive of other groups, especially to groups 0 and 1. And
groups 4 and 5 are the most supportive of group 2, although they did not receive much support
from group 2. Figure 7.7 contains an example of a critical group in the discussion of the “Guns
on Campus” issue. From this analysis, we can see that Group 1 is overall critical to other groups

0.6

Group 2 (Religion and Medicine
issue)

Group 1 (Guns on Campus Issue)
Support-Attack Degree

Support-Attack Degree

except for group 2. However, Group 1 did not receive any support from any other group.

0.4
0.2
0
0

1

3

Group ID

4

5

Support Degree (Other Groups to Grp 2)
Support Degree (Grp 2 to Other Groups)

Figure 7. 5 Group 2 support analysis in
Religion and Medicine Issue

0.5
0
0

2

3

4

-0.5
-1

Group ID

Support Degree (Other Groups to Grp 1)
Support Degree (Grp 1 to Other Groups)

Figure 7. 4 Group 1 criticism analysis in Guns
on Campus issue
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Chapter 8: Group Identity Analysis utilizing Social Science Theories for User Behavior
Analysis and Modeling in Cyber Argumentation Platform

8.1 Abstract
Many social and psychological theories have been used extensively in the design and
implementation of various models and algorithms developed for user behavior modeling in web
and social media platforms. Social Identity Theory (SIT) and Social Identity Model of
Deindividuation Effects (SIDE) are two prominent theories, which explain the concept of self and
the effects of anonymity on user behavior and activity when people interact with each other in a
group environment. While these theories have been tested and validated in offline context or faceto-face interactions, there has been no validation for these theories in a cyber-argumentation
setting. Cyber argumentation focuses more on intellectual debate and discussion and less on social
groups and communities. Thus, it is not clear how much these theories hold in the cyber
argumentation platform. In this paper, we designed an experiment to quantify the idea of group
identity using Social Identity Theory and used it to inspect whether the key concepts of SIDE are
valid in our argumentation platform. These key concepts analyze the impact of group identity and
anonymity in user activity. To our knowledge, this is the first experiment, which examined the
validity of different key concepts of SIDE before applying the findings in various models for web
and cyber-argumentation platform.
8.2 Introduction
With the rise of the internet, people spend a significant amount of time using social media
platforms. On these platforms, users not only seek information, but also interact with other
individuals, make friends, discuss issues with other opinionated people from different
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backgrounds, and collaborate with others. Just like face-to-face interactions, these online
interactions shape an individual’s personality and influence their behavior, opinions, attitudes, and
beliefs. These online interactions lead to various social and psychological phenomena to occur in
these environments. Researchers have found various examples and developed models to
characterize several of these phenomena, including Groupthink [1], Polarized discussions [2],
Group Polarization [3], etc.
Usually, researchers use different machine learning techniques and other computational
approaches to model user behavior and measure different social phenomena in their online
platforms. However, many social and psychological experiments have studied and developed
theories and analytical models on this user behavior and phenomena in real life face-to-face
settings. Often researchers incorporate the key concepts from these theories into their algorithms
and system designs for the online environment without any evaluation of these theories [4, 5, 6,
7]. Even though these theories are valid in real-life face-to-face environments, they might not
remain valid over computer-mediated communication in an online platform.
The Social Identity Theory (SIT) [8] and Social Identity Model of Deindividuation Effects (SIDE)
[9] are two of the prominent theories, which analyze how people perceive themselves as group
members and the effect of anonymous communications on people’s behavior in a group
environment. Social Identity Theory (SIT) [8] states that individuals develop a sense of groupness
or group identity based on their perceived membership to a certain group in a social environment.
Whereas the Social Identity Model of Deindividuation Effects (SIDE) states that anonymity
changes the importance of group identity over personal identity among individuals, which
influences their behavior to be more similar or dissimilar with the group they belong to.
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The key concepts from these two theories might be useful in designing user behavior and group
interaction models in online platforms. For example, SIT, and SIDE state that a person’s opinion
is more influenced by members of their in-group [8] than the members of their out-group [8]. The
stronger a person identifies with their in-group [8], the more the group influences them. This
insight can help in opinion prediction models when users interact with each other in an online
group environment. However, before using the concepts from these theories in user opinion
modeling and other social phenomena analysis models, we need to examine whether these theories
are valid in an online discussion setting. To our knowledge, no one has reviewed the validity of
SIT and SIDE in an online discussion environment before.
In this work, we examined the following three key concepts from SIDE in our argumentation
platform using this group sense concept from SIT, a similar opinion on social issues [10].
Concept 1: Anonymity increases the importance of group identity among individuals in a group
interaction environment.
Concept 2: Individuals with a strong group identity will be influenced to be more similar in their
activity with their group.
Concept 3: Weak group identity does not influence user behavior so that user behavior will be
more dissimilar with their group.
We used our argumentation platform, the Intelligent Cyber Argumentation System (ICAS), in
which user participates in different issue discussions anonymously. We conducted an empirical
study and collected a large dataset of 344 users discussing four important issues. We quantified
the idea of "group sense" and “User Activity Similarity with Group” among individuals. With
these ideas and collected empirical data, we analyzed whether the anonymity and group sense from
a similar opinion is influencing users’ behavior related to their in-group [8] and out-group [8]
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activity as per SIDE in our platform. Our results show that the anonymity in our platform is
triggering a strong group sense in the majority of the users. Besides, the majority of the users with
strong group sense has similar activity with the group, which is symmetrical with the concepts
from the SIDE. Only a marginal amount of users’ activity is not being influenced by their group
sense, as SIDE stated. These analytical results can help to analyze an individual’s decision-making
process and many argumentation phenomena such as collaborative opinions and decision making,
in-group bias, expression of divergent viewpoint, groupthink, etc. in our ICAS platform. In this
paper, we make the following contributions.
•

We designed and performed an experiment to examine the validity of three key concepts of
SIDE using concepts from SIT with the argumentation data collected via our platform.

•

We performed a statistical significance test to verify that our observations on the group identity
and group influence is not random.

•

Our results demonstrate that in our platform
o 73.5% of the total users have strong group sense.
o 69.9% of the users with strong group sense also have similar strong activity with their
group.
o As per the validity of SIDE
▪

51.3% of the users’ group sense and activity are symmetrical with the concepts
from the SIDE model.

▪

Only 3% of the user’s behavior is not parallel with SIDE in our platform.

▪

The rest of the users are out of scope as they have moderate, not strong/weak
group sense among them.
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8.3 Related Work
8.3.1 Different Argumentation Platform
Many researchers have worked on analyzing user opinion and behavior in cyber argumentation
systems. Some platforms, like opinion space [11] and Considerit [12], focused on analyzing user's
opinions and how interacting with different users impacts their overall opinion on different social
and political issues. Other platforms such as Citizen report card [13], Open Town Hall [14], and
California report card [15] focused on surveying collective user opinion on important issues from
a public service perspective. In these systems, users do not have many ways of interacting with
others, so there is less opportunity to actively exchange perspectives and ideas [16], which limits
their use to analyze different user interaction and opinion dynamics related phenomena. In this
work, we use our interactive ICAS platform to analyze user behavior and opinion and different
group related phenomena.
8.3.2 Use of Different Social Science Theories in Argumentation and Social Media Platform
Many social science and psychological theories which are based on real-life empirical studies have
been used extensively in different user behavior and interactions related models in web and social
media platform. [17] used the theory of planned behavior with additional variables of self-identity
and belongingness, to predict the high-level use of social networking among a sample of young
people. [18] used the key ideas from social cognitive theory to empirically analyze the interactions
among individuals in a web-based self-regulated learning application. [19] also applied the social
cognitive theory for behavior modeling to train users for computer skills. This theory is also used
to analyze and understand why people use social networking sites [20]. [21] used the social capital
theory to analyze how the contents are used for collaboration from Nigerian University web sites.
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[22] applied the behavior-change theories to analyze the behaviors that give rise to violence and
injury and used in injury prevention methods.
Social and psychological theories have also been used to design and model user interfaces. [23]
used the Diffusion of innovation theory in interface design that supports the twitter hashtag use
and access for hashtag management and other information for decision making. [24] analyzed
different cognitive psychological perspectives on social learning theories and how they can be
used in the design and implementation of online learning. These researches show that although
these theories are based on real-life empirical studies, they can be used in an online environment
in different social, psychological phenomena analysis, user behavior modeling, and user interface
design.
8.3.3 Use of Social Identity Theory and Social Identity Model of Deindividuation Effects in
different web applications
Social Identity Theory [8] and Social Identity Model of Deindividuation Effects [9] have been
used to analyze the concept of self, and the effect of anonymity on different web and social media
applications. Different concepts from these two theories have been used to analyze the effect of
anonymity and group norms on aggressive language [4], group polarization [3], self-awareness
and argument quality [5], the impact of uniform virtual appearance on the individual inclination to
conform to majority opinion [6], and the effect of transformed self-presentation on user behavior
[7] in online platforms. There are many other examples where the self-concepts from these two
theories have been used to analyze and model user behavior and the effect of anonymity. To our
knowledge, there is no prior work that tried to examine the validity of these theories in their web
platform before applying them in different social and psychological phenomena analysis like our
work did present in this paper.
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8.4 ICAS System
We developed an Intelligent Cyber Argumentation System (ICAS), where participants can join
and engage with each other to discuss different issues. ICAS can automatically determine the
user’s opinion from the discussion. ICAS platform is the enhanced version of the argumentation
system developed for previous work [25]. For more details of the ICAS system and it’s
architecture, please refer to section 4.1.
8.4.1 Mining User Opinion
In our system, the user's opinion value on a position is automatically calculated using the
agreement values from all the arguments users posted under that corresponding position. This
reconciliation process is handled by ICAS’s built-in argument reduction system [26], which uses
artificial intelligence, fuzzy logic, and linguistic rules. For more details on the argument reduction
method, please refer to [26, 27].
8.5 Group Identity and Group Influence in the User Activity Concept
In this section, we discussed the “Group identity” and “Group Influence in User Activity” concept
according to Social Identity Theory (SIT) and Social Identity Model of Deindividuation Effects
(SIDE) and the key concepts we will be examining from these theories. Then we discussed how
we perceived the “Group identity” and “Group Influence in User Activity” concept in the
perspective of our ICAS platform.
8.5.1 Group Identity and Group Influence Concept according to SIT and SIDE
In this subsection, we discussed briefly Social Identity Theory (SIT) and Social Identity Model of
Deindividuation Effects (SIDE) to introduce the concept of “Group Identity” and “Group Influence
on User Activity.”
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1) Social Identity Theory (SIT)
According to social identity theory (SIT) [8], people psychologically categorize and identify
themselves as part of existing social groups. This is a person’s psychological concept or sense that
they belong to a certain group. This group membership gives individuals a sense of social identity
and belonging to the world. This kind of categorization derives from the normal cognitive process
or the tendency to group things together. Even without any real-life interaction with others, this
psychological phenomena (social group categorization and identification with a social group)
influences people's attitude and behavior to other people who they think are in their group and not
in their group.
2) Social Identity Model of Deindividuation Effects (SIDE)
SIDE [9] explains the effects of anonymity in user behavior in a group interaction environment.
Anonymity refres to the situation where users cannot visually identify each other with their real
name, face, or ID. In a group environment where people interact with each other anonymously,
visual anonymity hides individual features and interpersonal differences. Individuals have
decreased visibility as a separate individual, and it depersonalizes social perception of self and
others. Thus anonymity enhances the loss of self-awareness and increases group identity. Group
identity is an individual’s concept or sense of belonging to the group or how much an individual
identifies as a member of the group. According to SIDE, if there is some basis of sharedness among
individuals to perceive themselves and others as members of one group, then anonymity will
enhance the prominence of group identity among individuals in a group environment. People will
tend to perceive self and others in terms of stereotypic group features and will be influenced by
the group accordingly. The more an individual identifies with a group, the more aligned his/her
behaviors will be with the group. If the group sense is not more prominent than the individual
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identity, then the individuals will act on their own; it will not be consistent with the group. This
behavior includes the attitude and kind of activities towards the members of the same group and
other groups.
8.5.2 Key Concepts of the SIDE model for Examination
We will design an experiment to validate the following three key concepts from SIDE in our
platform:
•

Concept 1: Anonymity increases the importance of group identity among individuals in a
group interaction environment.

•

Concept 2: Individuals with strong group identity will be influenced to be more similar to
their group in their activity.

•

Concept 3: Weak group identity does not influence user behavior, so user behavior will be
more dissimilar with their group.

To analyze these concepts, we need to quantify the idea of group sense among individuals and
individual and group activity in the perspective of our ICAS platform.
8.5.3 Group Identity and Group Influence Concept in Perspective of ICAS Platform
Previous research [10] has found that similar opinion in the social or political issue also drives the
sense of groupness which Social Identity Theory refers to among individuals. In our system, users
discuss different social and political issues with a different spectrum of similar/dissimilar
opinionated users. Even though users do not explicitly join or categorize themselves with any
particular opinionated group, according to social identity theory [8] and [10], users in our system
should have psychological group sense with similar opinionated users to trigger a group identity
among them. In the user behavior perspective, users support or attack other users’ arguments in
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the discussion of different issues in our platform. Now the group sense might influence their
support/attack behavior to the members of the same group and the members of other groups.
Individuals might get influenced by their group members in their support-attack pattern to other
in-group and out-group members. We will use this support/attack pattern to ingroup and outgroup
members of each individual as an individual’s activity and the average support attack pattern of
the group members as a group activity in our experiment.
8.6 Design of Experiment to validate the Key Concepts
In this section, we discussed the experimental design in order to examine the above mentioned key
concepts of SIDE in our platform. We first gave a brief overview of the whole experimental steps,
description of the steps, and finally discussed the statistical significance test to confirm whether
our observation is random or not.
8.6.1 Overview of the Whole Experiment
In our experiment, we will go through the following steps to examine the key concepts’ validity
from SIDE:
•

We will divide the whole user-space into different opinionated groups.

•

For each user in each group,
o We will measure the user’s group identity value.
o Based on the group identity value, we will label the user as a user with a
strong/medium/weak group identity.
o We will measure the user’s activity similarity value with the group.
o Based on the activity similarity value, we will label the user as a user with
strong/medium/weak similar activity with the group.
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o We will put the user in one of the nine predefined categories based on the
strong/medium/weak labels of “Group Identity” and “Similar Activity with the
Group.” Each category represents a particular group identity label, and a similar
activity label, such as (Strong Group Identity & Strong Similar Activity with the
Group) is a category.
•

We will analyze the distribution of users in these nine categories in order to examine the
validity of the concepts from the SIDE.

•

We will perform a statistical significance test based on the distribution of users in the nine
categories to make sure that our observation is not random.

8.6.2 Experimental Details
In this section, we discussed our experimental steps briefly, how we quantified different concepts,
and performed analysis on user distribution to examine the concepts of SIDE.
1) Deriving Opinionated User Groups
As a first step, we need to group users based on their opinion in an issue using a clustering
algorithm. In our platform, users did not participate in all the positions of an issue. So, the collected
user-opinion dataset contains lots of missing values. Grouping with missing values introduces error
and bias in group analytics[28]. We used the CSCCF opinion prediction model [29] to predict the
missing opinion values. For more details on the group identification process, please refer to section
6.2.
2) Measure Group Identity and Identify Users with Strong/ Medium/ Weak Group Identities
In this step, we used the generated user groups from the previous step and measured the group
identity value for each user and labeled them as users with strong/medium/weak group identities.
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Group identity refers to how much an individual identifies with the group. We will use the
difference between individual user opinion and average group opinion to define how much a user
identifies with the group. The rationale for this is that a more similar opinionated user with the
group will have a higher probability of finding users like him in the group to trigger the sharedness
or group sense than a less similar opinionated user. This group identity value is calculated using
the following equation:
∑𝑛𝑖=0 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑢𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖 )
𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 1 −
𝐾
Here, ui is the user agreement value, and pi is group mean agreement value at position i. n is the
number of positions in an issue. K is the maximum opinion value difference. Based on the group
identity value for each user, we marked them as users with strong/medium/weak group identities
using threshold values. If the group identity value is greater than 70 percent, we labeled that user
as a user with a strong group identity, if it is lower than 30 percent than as user with weak group
identity, otherwise as a user with medium group identity.
3) Measure User Activity Similarity with the Group and Identify users with Strong/ Medium/
Weak Activity Similarity with the Group
In this step, we measured the activity similarity value for the users in the generated user groups
from the first step and labeled them as users with strong/medium/weak similar activity with the
group. In our ICAS platform, users support and attack other users in different position discussions.
We used this support-attack pattern as an individual activity and group activity.
For each user, we will generate a support-attack vector (SAV) from all the supports and attacks
towards the members within the user’s own group and out-groups in all the positions of an issue.
If there are n groups in an issue, there will be a support value and attack value for each group in
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the SAV. Let, user x supported m times and attacked n times in total to all the users in the position
discussions. If user x supported p times and attacked q times to the members who belong to group
a, then the support value to Group a, GaS and the attack value to Group a, GaA for user x can be
formalized in the following way
GaS = p/m
GaA = q/n
If there are n user groups in all the position discussions in an issue, then the support-attack vector
for user x, can be formalized in the following way
SAVx = [G1S, G1A, G2S, G2A, …………, GnS, GnA]
For group-level activity, we aggregated the support and attack values from all the users who belong
to the group. Let, all members of group i in total supported s times and attacked t times other users.
If all the members of group i support u times and attack v times to all the members of group j, then
the support-attack values for group i to group j can be formalized as
GijS = u/s
GijA = v/t
In there are n groups in total, then the support–attack vector for group i can be formalized as
follows:
SAVi = [Gi1S, Gi1A, Gi2S, Gi2A, …………, GinS, GinA]
If the user x belongs to group i, we can measure the activity similarity between user x and group i
using the cosine similarity between SAVx and SAVi.
Similarity of activity (user x, group i) = Cosine Similarity (SAVx , SAVi)
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In this way, we can measure the activity similarity between a user and the group user belongs to.
If a user’s activity is similar to the group, then the support attack pattern to the in-group, out-group,
should be similar to the average support attack pattern of the group.
4) User Distribution Analysis
In this step, we will analyze the user distribution based on their group identity and similar activity
with the group labels. We have strong/medium/weak labels for group identity and
strong/medium/weak labels for similar activity with the group. With these labels, we defined nine
categories where each category represents a particular combination of these two variables, such as
“Strong Group Identity” & “Strong similar activity with the group.” According to the SIDE model,
users with strong group identity should have similar strong activity with the group, and users with
weak group identity should have similar weak activity with the group. Users with medium group
identity are out of scope for the SIDE model. This category information and symmetry with the
SIDE model are summarized in the following table.

Table 8.1. Group Identity and Group Activity Similarity Categorization
Strong Group

Medium Group

Weak Group

Activity Similarity

Activity Similarity

Activity Similarity

Strong Group

Category 1:

Category 2: Out of

Category 3: Not

Identity

Consistent with SIDE

scope

Consistent with SIDE

Medium Group

Category 4: Out of

Category 5: Out of

Category 6: Out of

Identity

scope

scope

scope

Weak Group

Category 7: Not

Category 8: Out of

Category 9:

Identity

Consistent with SIDE

scope

Consistent with SIDE
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For each group, we put every user in a category based on their group identity and activity similarity
label and measured the percentage of users in each category. With this user distribution in different
categories, we will make the following observations:
•

To examine the validity of concept 1, we will be looking at the percentage of users with
strong group sense in each group. If the majority or a significant percentage of the users
have strong group identity, then concept 1 from the SIDE model is valid in our platform.

•

To examine the validity of concept 2 and concept 3, we will measure the percentage of
users falls in category 1 (Strong Group Identity & Strong Similar Activity with Group) and
9 (Weak Group Identity & Weak Similar Activity with Group) as their behaviors are
consistent with the SIDE model. This observation will also provide us the percentage of
users for which the SIDE model is valid in our platform

•

To measure the percentage of user’s behavior is not consistent with the SIDE model, we
will observe the percentage of users falls in category 3 and 7, as their behavior is not
consistent with the SIDE model.

•

To measure the percentage of users’ behavior is out of scope in our platform, we will
observe the percentage of users falls under category 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8. They either have a
medium group identity or similar medium activity with the group. Their behavior is not
explained by the SIDE model.

5) Statistical Significance Test:
In this step, we performed a statistical significance test for each group in all issues to confirm the
significant relationship we observed between “Group Identity” and “Activity Similarity with the
Group” is not random. Chi-Square test is a popular approach to test the association between two
variables. However, the assumption of the Chi-square test is that the expected value in each cell
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needs to be greater than 5, which was not the scenario in many of our cases. So we used Fisher’s
exact test [30] to analyze the association between “Group Identity” and “Similar Activity with the
Group” Variables. Fisher’s exact test will give us the P-value. The P-value represents the
probability that the “Group Identity” and “Activity Similarity with the Group” are independent. It
also represents the probability to reject the Null Hypothesis. From the average P-value, we can
validate where the observed association between these two variables is random or not.
8.7 Experiment
8.7.1 Empirical Data Description
We organized an empirical study in an entry-level sociology class in the spring of 2018 session
and collected dataset for this work.
8.7.2 Experimental Result
In this section, we discussed the experimental results for each group in each issue. This result
contains the social profile information of the group, political leanings, percentage of users falls
under different combinations of (Group Identity, Similar Activity with the Group) variables. We
reported the percentage of users falls under Cat1 (Strong, Strong), Cat3 (Strong, Weak), Cat7
(Weak, Strong), and Cat9 (Weak, Weak) values of (Group Identity (GI), Similar Activity with the
Group (SA)) variables. Users in Cat1 and Cat9 are consistent with SIDE, and users in Cat3 and
Cat7 are not consistent with SIDE. The rest of the users fall under not in the scope of SIDE as they
either have medium group identity or medium activity similarity value with the group. For more
details on the political leanings and social profile information of the groups, please refer to section
6.2.
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1) Experimental Results for “Guns on Campus” Issue
In the guns on campus issue, participants were clustered into five groups (G0, G1, G2, G3, and
G4). Based on their support and attack values towards the conservative and liberal positions, G1
is the most conservative group; they agree that concealed carry permit is enough to carry a gun on
campus. They disagree on any restriction to carry firearms on the campus. G3 is the most liberal
group; they strongly support that college campuses should not allow students to carry firearms
under any circumstances. G4, the overall in the middle group supports mostly that carry permit is
not enough; some restrictions should be applied to allow students to carry firearms on campus. G2,
the overall conservative group, is more approving for students carrying guns but with restrictions
like special permission, additional training, or test than banning guns on campus totally or giving
students full freedom to carry guns on campus. G0, the overall liberal group, supports but not as
strongly as G3, that college campuses should not allow students to carry firearms under any
circumstances.
Table 8.2: Group Identity and Activity of Groups for Guns on Campus Issue.
Group

Strong

Weak

Cat#1 (Strong

Cat#3

Cat#7 (Weak

Cat#9

Group

Group

GI, Strong

(Strong GI,

GI, Strong

(Weak GI,

Identity

Identity

SA) (%)

Weak SA)

SA) (%)

Weak SA)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

G0

72

0

51

5

0

0

G1

51

0

37

0

0

0

G2

73

0

53

2

0

0

G3

55

2

38

0

2

0

G4

83

0

56

3

0

0

All the groups have a significant portion of their users with strong group sense. G4 has the highest
percentage of users with strong group identity, and G1 has the lowest percentage of users with
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strong group sense. In all groups we can see the strong group influence in individual behavior, a
significant portion of the users falls under the strong group identity and similar strong activity with
the group (cat 1) and a marginal portion in strong group identity but similar weak activity with the
group (cat3). 56% of G4 users are in cat1, and only 3% of users of G4 are in cat3. There is no
users in weak group identity and weak similar activity with the category (cat9) in all the groups.
G3 only contains 2% of its users in cat7; other groups do not include any users in this category. In
this issue, users are showing group influence in their behavior (cat1 and cat9) as per the SIDE
model, only a very little percentage of users are in cat3 and cat7, their behavior is not explained
by the SIDE model.
2) Summarized Experimental Result for Other Three Issues
In this section, we discussed the summarized social profile information and group activity
experimental results for the other three issues in our platform.
a) Summarized Group Identity and Activity Experimental Results
For each issue, the number of groups and the average percentage of users with strong and weak
group identity, and in different categories among the groups is presented in table 8.3.
Table 8.3: Group Identity and Activity of Groups for Other Issue.
Issue
Name

Number
of Group

Strong
Group
Identity
(%)

Weak
Group
Identity
(%)

Cat#1
(Strong
GI,
Strong
SA) (%)
47

Cat#3
(Strong
GI,
Weak
SA) (%)
5

Cat#7
(Weak
GI,
Strong
SA) (%)
0

Cat#9
(Weak
GI,
Weak
SA) (%)
0

Religion &
Medicine

6

79

3

Same Sex
Couples &
Adoption
Government
& Healthcare

4

68

3

51

6

3

0

5

77

0

57

3

0

0
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From all these experimental results, we can see that
•

Anonymity and similar Opinion is triggering a strong group sense among the majority of the
user (73.5% on average) in our platform.

•

Strong Group Sense is influencing users to be more similar in their activity with the group they
belong to in the majority of the users.
o On average, 69.9% of the users with strong group sense also have strong similar activity
with the group.
o Only a marginal percentage (on average, 3.7%) of users have weak similar activity even
though they have strong group sense among them.

•

On average, 51.3% of users’ behavior is symmetrical with the concept of SIDE. They have
either (Strong Group Sense & Strong Similar Activity with the Group) or (Weak Group Sense
& Weak Similar Activity with the Group).

•

On average, 3% of users’ behavior is not symmetrical with the concept of SIDE. They have
either (Strong Group Sense & Weak Similar Activity with the Group) or (Weak Group Sense
& Strong Similar Activity with the Group).

•

The rest of the users are out of scope for the SIDE model, as they do not have strong or weak
group sense among them.

8.7.3 Statistical Significance Test:
We performed Fisher’s exact test [30] to make sure that our observation on the “Group Identity”
and “Activity Similarity with the Group” is not random. The P-value represents the probability of
rejecting the Null Hypothesis or that these two variables are independent. For each group, the pvalue is presented in table 8.4.
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The average p-value for each issue across groups is presented in the following table. From the
results, we can see that on average, there is a 14.13% probability that the “Group Identity” and
“Activity Similarity with the Group” variables are independent. This statement can also be said as
there is an 85.87% probability that these variables are associated with each other. From the
statistical point of view, there is not a highly significant relationship between these two variables,
but there is a near statistical significance or moderately significant relationship between these two
variables.
Table 8.4: P-value of Fisher’s Exact Test in Different Issues
Issue Name

P-Value (Average)

Gun Issue

0.1304

Religion & Medicine Issue

0.1755

Samesex and Adoption Issue

0.1277

Government and Healthcare Issue

0.1314

From our observation and statistical significance test, we can see that even though without any
explicit group joining, anonymity and psychological group identification is triggering users’
similar activity in the issue discussions in our platform. Users are supporting and attacking the
other individuals within their own group and outside their group in a similar pattern even without
any explicit or coordinated decision among themselves.
8.8 Conclusion
Analyzing the impact of different types of user interactions on individual user behavior is one of
the key requirements for user behavior modeling and different social and psychological
phenomena analysis in cyber argumentation platforms. The key ideas and different aspects of
many social science theories have been used in many web applications. As these experiments are
done in real life, face to face communication, they might not be valid in computer-mediated
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communication. In this paper, we modeled an experiment to quantify and examine whether the
key concepts of the SIDE is valid using the concept from SIT. Our results show that 73.5% of our
total users have strong group sense, and 51.3% of the user’s behavior is symmetrical with SIDE in
our platform. Only a marginal portion (3%) of our users’ behavior is not symmetrical as per SIDE;
other users are out of score for SIDE. These results show that anonymity and the concept of group
sense are impacting a significant portion of users’ behavior in our platform. This work opens the
door of using different concepts from SIT, SIDE into our discourse platform. These theories can
enhance user opinion analysis and be used to neutralize the problematic situations such as group
polarization [3] in our argumentation platform.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion

The developed ICNC-MF, Ex-ICNC-RME web API recommendation models for mashup
applications, and the CSCCF opinion prediction model for the cyber-argumentation platform
presented in this work enhanced the accuracy and quality of prediction and recommendation results
for online discussion platforms and mashup software applications. These algorithms and models
integrate identified improvement scopes with the current best-performing solutions efficiently,
utilizing available information from multiple sources such as content, network, or user interactions
in an optimized fashion. Also, they address data sparsity, cold start, etc., research challenges that
cause traditional prediction and recommendation approaches to fail. Besides, the Group
Representation and Group Identity metrics, Intra-group interaction, and Inter-group interaction
models incorporate social psychological theories with graph mining and computational methods;
they can ensure a better understanding of user behavior and online discussions concerning the
representation and interaction of different user groups in the cyber-argumentation platform.
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Appendix A: IRB Protocol Approval Letter
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